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The importance of metal forming by extrusion was reviewed. A 
Finite Element Approach was developed to analyze extrusion processes. 
A brick type linear element and the Upper Bound theorem were used to 
analyze the extrusion of a cylindrical billet into a square cross-
section prism. A minimization technique for a non-linear functional 
with linear constraints was developed. Different types of boundary 
conditions were also formulated. A frictionless extrusion was 
simulated using the computer program developed. Velocity profiles 
at different sections of the deforming solid were obtained and an 
average extrusion pressure was predicted for a given area reduction 
ratio. 
Extrusions from a cylindrical billet into a square cross-section 
prism were performed for four different area reduction ratios: 1:2.26, 
1:2.55, 1:2.97 and 1:3.34. A Beta Press manufactured by Pressure 
Technology Corporation of America was used. Billets were made from 
6061 T 651 Aluminium. 
The effect of friction was investigated analytically. Also a 
brick type quadratic element (20 nodes) was tested successfully using 
the compression of a short cylinder as an example. 
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The following symbols a re used in this presentation. Throughout 
this study , t h e superscript "e" denotes the quantity associated with 
a particular element (e). 








8 .. l.J 
E 





C5 ~ • 
l.J 
or 
matrix of dimension rXs, 
column ma trix (vector) of dimension rXl, 
{ }T - tran spose of a matrix, 
invers e of a square mat r ix, 
- global coordinates, 
- local coordinates, 
velocity field of a single element, 
veloci ty field of the entire body, 
velocity component in the x-direction of the node "i", 
velocity component in they-direction of the node "i", 
velocity component in the z-direction of the node "i", 
- Kronecker symbol, 
- convergence term, 
strain rate tensor, 
- ;;train rate vector, 
e f fec t ive strain rate , 
- dev i a t oric s t r ess tenso r, 
- d ev iato ri c str ess v e c t o r , 
s tres s ten s o r , 
cr mean stress, 
m 
0 effective stress, 
cr yield point o f the material, y.p. 
p* nondimensional extrusion pressure, 
p extrusion pressure, 
k yield stress in pure shear, 
T shear stress along the velocity discontinuity surface, 
,e 
A Lagrange multiplier or mean stress of a linear element, 













- velocity shape function, 
shape function vector of the mean stress, 
cosine direction vector, 
flow matrix, 
- stiffness matrix, 
- volume of the entire body, 
volume of an element, 
- area of the velocity discontinuity surface, 
-area of the surface on which the traction force field T. 
l-. 
is applied, 




The steady increase in cost of raw material has oriented the mass 
production industries to look for new manufacturing processes which 
reduce production cost as well as losses in scrap. The extrusion 
process seems to fit this goal. Extrusion is a metal forming process 
whereby a billet of material is forced to flow plastically through a 
die having the shape of the desired cross section of the product. 
Extrusion is called hydrostatic when fluid is used to transmit the 
load to the billet. The fluid also serves as a lubricant giving an 
oil film between the die and the billet. Production of metallic parts 
by conventional machining operations often results in losses of 50 
to 60 percent in scrap. These losses could be tremendously reduced 
by an extrusion process. Highly stressed parts could be directly 
produced by forming high carbon steels because of the excellent 
mechanical properties developed during extrusion. Thus, the frequent 
annealing processes usually required for obtaining similar products 
by conventional forming techniques could be eliminated. For the 
manufacture of some poorly machinable alloys or certain brittle 
materials, high pressure forming appears to be the best alternative. 
In addition, the surface finish quality of extruded parts often 
eliminates the need for grinding and finishing operations. It is 
also possible to achieve close tolerances due to the nature of the 
forming process and the progress achieved in precision die manufacturing. 
The techniques used in metal forming processes are usually 
developed by extrapolating results of past experience. However, it 
is difficult, if not impossible, to apply past experience in specific 
areas to new problems as the manufacturing technology becomes more 
and more complex. Within the last decade important advances in the 
theory of plasticity have led to the rigorous analysis of some metal 
forming processes, but practical applications have been limited to 
plan e strain conditions or axisymmetric shapes. 
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The objective of this dissertation is to develop a method for 
analyzing three-dimensional extrusion processes and to determine the 
parameters required to develop the technique and equipment needed to 
form a product which has a complex shape. Limit analysis will be used 
to obtain upper bound predictions of the power requirements and to 
provide some insight into the displacements and strains which occur 
during the process. The proposed work will use the finite element 
method which is suitable for handling the difficulties ordinarily 
caused by the complex product geometry. 
To illustrate the method of solution, an analysis of the extrusion 
of a cylindrical billet into a square cross-section form will be 
performed. Area reduction ratios will be limited to the range of 
2 to 4, since this is the range of values which can be simulated with 
existing high pre ssure extrusion equipment. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The extrusion of metal is a relatively new process developed 
and used in Germany in the production of ordnance during the World 
War II. This metal forming process progressed significantly in 
the fifties and recently has developed so rapidly that in 1969 more 
than 500,000 tons of steel parts were extruded, a number that has 
increased 10 times in twenty years (1)*. 
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The new procesn of hydrostatic extrusion was first attempted by 
Bridgman (2), but much of the research and development work was 
carried out at the same time in Russia at the Institute of High 
Pressure Physics, Academy of Sciences of the USSR by Beresnev, et al. 
(3,4,5,6,7,8) and in Great Britain at the National Engineering Labora-
tory by Pugh and his colleagues (9,10,11,12,13,14). More recently 
work has been expanded to other laboratories in different countries 
(15,16,17,18). 
Parallel to the experimental investigations a great deal of work 
has been done on formulating the theoretical aspects of extrusion. 
With t he formulation of the Upper Bound theorem and the application 
of the slip line theory, different kinematically admissible velocity 
fields have b een investigated. Kudo (19,20) in the analysis of 
axisymmetric extrusion, suggested a t ype of velocity field cons i sting 
of several rigid triangular parts having c onical discontinuity surfaces. 
Kobayashi (21,22) in a further study o f the same topic proposed 
spherical surfaces as discontinuity surfaces. Halling and Mitchell (23) 
*Numbers in p arentheses refer to references listed in the Bibliography. 
introduced a double triangle arrangement of velocity discontinuities 
that has greater flexibility than that suggested by Kudo and this 
approach has been extended to incorporate frictional effects and 
strain hardening characteristics. Lambert, Mehta and Kobayashi (24) 
proposed a better admissible velocity field without discontinuities 
by using a flow function which permits the superposition of several 
basic flow patterns. 
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Avitzur (25,26,27,28) has studied the energy requirements for 
wire drawing and extrusion. He also has calculated velocity fields, 
friction losses, average extrusion pressure, optimum cone angle, grid 
deformation and strain rate field. Also with the Upper Bound approach, 
Pugh (29) analyzed the redundant work and friction in the hydrostatic 
extrusion of pure aluminum and an aluminum alloy. Sortais and 
Kobayashi (30) improved the efficiency of the extrusion process by 
giving an optimum profile to the die. During the last ten years with 
the introduction of the theory of visioplasticity (31) and the finite 
element method along with the availability of high speed and large 
memory computers, the analysis of metal forming processes has been 
carried out extensively (32). 
The previously mentioned works are indicative but not limitative. 
However most, if not all, of these works deal with plane strain or 
axisymmetric problems. The only attempt to apply Upper Bound methods 
to analyze a three-dimensional extrusion was made by Yang (33), but 
the approach was semi-empirical. 
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III. THEORETICAL WORK 
A. Upper Bound Theorem 
Mathematically it is very difficult to get exact solutions to 
metal forming problems. Extremum principles are therefore being 
used to analyze metal forming problems. The Upper Bound theorem, which 
is one of the extremum principles, was formulated by Prager and Hodge 
(34) and later modified by Drucker, et al. (35) to include velocity 
discontinuities. For a rigid perfectly plastic material which obeys 
the stress-strain law of Mises, the Upper Bound theorem requires that: 
Among all kinematically admissible strain rate fields s .. , the 
1] 
actual one minimizes the expression 
where 
J* k/2 j !f:T.. dV + f T ~~ul dS 1] 1] 
v 
- J T.u. dS 1 1 (3.1) 
J* externally supplied power 
w. 
l. 
klz jJs .. s.. dv 
1] l.J 
power dissipated due to internal 
v deformation (3.la) 
f T ~~ul dS power dissipated due to velocity 
SF discontinuities (3.lb) 
f T.u. dS 1 1 power supplied by predetermined body tractions 
ST (3.lc) 
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The symbol k denotes the yield stress in pure shear, T is the shear 
stress along the velocity discontinuity surface, 6u is the component 
of the velocity tangent to the velocity discontinuity surface, V is 
the volume of the deforming solid, SF is the area of the velocity dis-
continuity surface, ST is the surface on which the traction force field 
T. is applied. A strain rate fields .. defined throughout the body 
1 1] 
under consideration is called "kinematically admissible" if it is 
derived from a velocity field u. which satisfies the incompressibility 
J 
condition u .. = 0 throughout the body and the boundary conditions on 
1,1 
u at the surface. 
The velocity field which minimizes J* will be determined by the 
finite element method. 
B. Finite Element Analysis 
1. Type of Element 
The material being deformed is divided into rectangular prism 
finite elements which are of "serendipity" type (36). Such a division 
is shown in Figure 1. Linear elements (8 nodes) will be used first 
in the analysis and quadratic elements later. Typical linear and 
quadratic elements are shown in Figures 2a and 2b , respectively. 
2 . Velocity Field 
An approximate velocity field within each element is defined by 




Figure I. A Systematic Wo y of Dividing a Three-




( 0) (b) 
Figure 2. Typical Elements 
(a) Linear ( 8 nodes ) 
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u , u denote the velocities in the x-direction, y-direction, and y z 
z-direction, respectively. The coefficients a., B. andy. can be 
l l l 
expressed in terms of the nodal point velocities (See Appendix A). 
This element provides a continuous velocity field throughout the 
deforming material. The expressions for u , u and u in the set 
X Y Z 
of Equations (3.2) do not satisfy incompressibility for arbitrary 
choices of the nodal point velocities. The incompressibility relation 
will be derived in Section C of this chapter. 
3. Element Assembly 
A minimization scheme is developed for the entire system. However 
calculations are performed within each element then the elements are 
assembled into an approximate finite element model. Details of the 
minimization technique and the assembly of the elements will be dis-
cussed throughly in the following sections. 
C. Development of Minimization Technique 
The Upper Bound theorem requires that J* of Equation (3.1) be 
minimum for a velocity field which satisfies the kinematic admissibility 
requirements. With this theorem, a kinematically admissible velocity 
field will be derived first, then a strain rate field will be determined. 
Knowing the strain rate field, the stress field will be derived by the 
stress-strain relations (Von Mises law) and the average extrusion 
pressure will be calculated by using the plastic strain energy. 
From the Von Mises theo r y , 
E: •• 
1] lJS . . 1] 
where S .. are the deviatoric stress components. Multiplying 
1] 
Equation (3.3) by S .. gives 
1] 
s .. € .. 
1] 1] llS .. S .. 1] 1] 
The Mises yield condition requires that 
Thus, 
and 
s .. s .. = 2k2 
1] 1] 
J s .. E. .. 




s .. s .. 
1] 1] 
k/2 j f:. • • E: .. 
1] 1] 
Equation (3.1) may now be written as 
J* J 5ilij dV + I 'T !Llul dS -
v SF 
or in a matrix form as in reference (37) 













s sll X 
s s22 y 





s 523 yz 
s s31 zx 
is the deviatoric stress vector (See Appendix C), 
E 
€:11 X 
c s22 y 
E 
€:33 z 




s E31 zx 
is the strain rate vector (S ee Appendix B) , 
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is the direction. cosine vector of the velocity discontinuity surface 
SF' and {T} is the traction force vector specified on the boundary ST. 
The following assumptions shall be considered as valid statements 
throughout the remainder of this study. 
1. There is no friction. on. the velocity discontinuity surface SF. 
2. There is no tractionforce on the surface ST. 
3. Tile material in consideration obeys the von-Mises yield law. 
Thus, J* will have the form 
J1< = f { S} T { t} dV 
v 
The incompressibility condition. can be written as 
E •. E + E: + E: ~l X y z 
In matrix form Equation (3.9) becomes 
{C}T{E:} 0 









where N is the total number of elements, with the constraints 
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where 0 and E are the effective stress and effective strain rate, 
respectively, and [D] is the flow matrix. These expressions are 
developed in Appendices B and C. 
The minimization of J* in (3.8a) with the constraint (3.10) is a 
classical problem of the Calculus of Variations. The functional J* 
is modified to insure that incompressibility will be satisfied by 




where Ae are the Lagrange multipliers. 
The velocity field which minimizes F must satisfy the following 
equations: 
N 
an} = L L{~} I {s}T{E}dV +a{~} Ae I {C}T{E:}dV] 0 
e=l ve ve 
(3 .13a) 
0 (3 .13b) 
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{U} denotes the velocity field of the entire body, while {u} represents 
the velocity field of a single element. 
The substitution o f {s} and {s} from Equations (3.11) and (3.12) 
into Equation (3.13a) gives: 
N 
e=l 
[a{~} ~ (~ [D][B]{U})T ([B]{U}) dV 
ve 
+ a{&} A e ~ {C}T[B]{U} dV] 0 
ve 
Performing the derivative with respect to {U} yields 
N 
If 
L [I 2(~)[B]T[D][B]{U} dV 
e=l e v 
+ f {U}T[B]T[D] [B]{U} a{~} (~) dV 
ve 





- 0 {E} 
~2 
E 







e=l e v 
2 (~) [ K] { u} dV + 
s 
1 4 
{u}T[K]{u}(- ~2 ){E} dV 
E.: 
(3 .16a) 
To complete the system, Equation (3.13b) which is the incompressi-
bility condition, must be included. After substitution of {E:} from 
Equation (3.11) and simplification using Equation (3.15b), the incom-
pressibility condition becomes 
{u}T {Q} = o (3 .16b) 
Equation (3.16b) represents the incompressibility condition for a 
single element. There are the same number of such equations as the 
number of elements. In the derivation, the Lagrange multip~ier ~e 
was assumed constant. This is necessary to have complete incompressi-
bility within the linear element. It is shown in Appendix C that the 
Lagrange multiplier Ae is the hydrostatic component of the stress 
field. 
To solve the non-linear system (3.16a) and (3.16b), the Newton-
Raphson method (38) is used. This iterative method consist of cal-
culating a small perturbation {ou}(r) in the velocity field {U}(r) of 
the rth iteration, and adding this perturbation to the previous 
velocity vector to get a better one; i.e., 
The process is continued until {oU}T{ou} < E for some prescribed 
accuracy. 
The velocity increment {oU}(r) is calculated by the following 
method: 
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Expanding Equation (3.16a) in a Taylor series about {U}(r-l) and 
neglecting the non-linear terms gives: 
E: (r - 1) 
[K]{u}(r-l) dV + (. 20 )[K] dV E: 
(r-1) 
2cr (- ~ 2 1 ){E}(r-l){u}~r-l)[K] dV]{op}(r) 
E(r-1) 
0 
2[K]{u}(r-l)(- ~2 ){E}(r-l) dV 
s (r-1) 
2a {U.}~r-1) [K] {li} (r-1) <~ ){E} (r-1) {E}~r-l)dV J {oU} (r-1) 
E(r-1) 
+ A e { Q}] 0 (3 .17a) 
Similarly Equation (3.16b) is expanded: 
(3.17b) 
The following identities will be useful for condensing the form of 
the equations. 
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[N](r) (3 .18a) 
{ u} ~r) [K] { u} (r) (3 . 18b) 
[M] (r) (-1-) 2 [ L (r) { E} - [ K] { u} ] { E} T 
.:. .!. (r) (r) (r) 
E: (r) E: (r) 
(3 .18c) 
[P](r) (3.18d) 
[H](r) f [ 1 2 L(r) ] 2 ( ~) [ K] { u} ( r) - . 2 { E} ( r) dV Ve t::(r) (s(r)) 
(3 .18e) 
Dividing (3.17a) by cr and then regrouping (3.17a) and (3.17b ) 
into matrix form yields: 
N N L: [ P] ~r-1) I 
I [Q] {oU} (r) L: [H] Cr-1) e=l 
e=l 





{~} T . 0 [Q] {u} (r-1) 
CY 
(3.19 ) 
The system of Equations (3.19 ) define the velocity perturbations 
for the entire model. 
All the integrals over the volume Ve of the element "e" are 
evaluated by the Gaussian quadrature method (See Appendix D). 
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D. Formulation of the Boundary Conditions 
Before solving the system of Equations (3.19), the equations must 
be modified to satisfy the boundary conditions of the velocity field 
on the surface SF. The type of boundary conditions varies according 
to the problem under consideration. A code number, associated with 
each node is used in the computer program to identify the type of 
boundary condition. 
As an example, a cylindrical billet being extruded into a square 
section prism through a conical converging die has the following 
types of boundary conditions: 
1. On the lateral faces of the prismatic portion of the solid 
under consideration, either one of the two following boundary condi-
tions is prescribed. 
Cu ) . 
X ~ 
0 
cu ) . = o y ~ 
(3. 20) 
(3. 21) 
Nodes on symmetric planes containing the x-axis or y-axis have the 
same boundary conditions. 
2. Nodes on the axis of the billet and on the longitudinal 
ridge of the square section prism are constrained by both boundary 
conditions (3.20) and (3.21). 
3. A node on the conical part in contact with the die surface 
is prescribed to move along the generatrix passing through that node. 
In other words, a node in contact with the die on the conical part is 
required to move along the die a n d in such a way that the horizontal 
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where u , u , and u2 denote the velocity components at node "i" in 
xi yi i 
the x-, y-, z-directions, respectively, u is the horizonta~ velocity 
si 
component, a the half angle of the die cone, and xi, yi are the abcissa 
and ordinate of node "i", respective~y. 
By elementary geometry, Equations (3.22) and (3.23) can be 
transformed into a form more suitable for programming app~ication as 




--~- u + --;::::==== u j 2 2 xi j 2 2 yi x .+y. x.+y. 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
. 




4. Finally nodes on the top of the bil~et should move vertically 
with uniform ve~ocity. The assumption of no traction force on the 
surface ST implies that the nodes on the cylindrical surface of the 
billet before entering the die should also move vertically. 
E. Stress and Extrusion Pressure Calculation 
Once the kinematically admissible velocity field is defined, 
the strain field can easily be derived by Equation (B-3) (See Appendix 
B). The deviatoric stresses are then calcu~ated by Equations (C-1) 
20 
and (C-3). The mean stresses are defined by the Lagrange multipliers 
found in the previous step (See Appendix C). The stress components 
in the z-direction of the elements on the top layer give the pressure 
required to perform the extrusion. 
The average pressure can also be calculated from the power 
dissipated due to the deformation. This power is expressed by the 
Equation (3.la), that is 
W. k/2 f J e . . s.. dV 
1. 1.] 1.] 
v 
also 
F (u ) 
z top 
where F is the force exerted on the top face of the billet due to the 
pressure of the fluid and (u )t is the velocity component in the 
z op · 
z-direction of nodes on the top face. The average extrusion pressure 
required is then 
F 
pave A 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the billet. 
F . Solution 
A set of programs has been written to analyze the forming process. 
The problem has been sep arated in parts for easy control at different 
stages. The first part is devoted to the data preparation. The 
second part deals with the minimization by an iterative method of 
linearization. The last part calculates the stresses and the pressure 
necessary for extrusion. These part~ are successively outlined in 
Figure 4. 
1. Data Preparation 
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The data preparation is quite ~mportant in the finite element 
method. To obtain an accurate solution, the solid is usually divided 
into a large number of elements and nodes, which results in a large 
amount of data to prepare. The solution cannot be considered feasible 
if the time saved in numerical calculations of a complex problem is 
compensated by the burden of the data preparation. Thus, the input 
portion of the program is written in such a way that data is generated 
automatically as much as possible. 
The solid under consideration is divided into layers separated 
by horizontal planes. Such planes are shown in Figure 5. There are 
the same number of nodes in every plane and the same number of elements 
in every layer. Such a division focilitates the data preparation by 
automatic generation. 
a. Nodal Points and Associated Variables 
The nodes are read in sets. Each set corresponds to a plane. 
Within the set the nodes are arranged in an increasing sequence. The 
missing nodes are generated along a straight line at equal intervals 
between two nonsequential nodes and the velocity components associated 
with the missing nodes are generated by linear interpolation. The 
generated nodes have the same code number as the node preceding the 
missing ones. The sets of nodes, identified by the plane, should also 
be arranged in an increasing sequence. The missing sets are also 
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Figure 4. General Scheme of Solution 
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same number of nodes, there is a one to one correspondence between 
nodes of two consecutive planes. 
b. Elements 
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The elements under consideration are of brick-type. Due to the 
same number of elements per layer, it is required to read the bottom 
layer only. Each element of the bottom layer is described by reading 
the four nodes on the face whose outward normal is oriented in the 
negative direction of the z-axis. (The coordinate system is oriented 
as shown in the Figure 4). The four nodes are read in clockwise order 
(as viewed from outside the element). The other four nodes are 
generated to complete the node set defining the element. The upper 
layers are also generated. 
In addition, the element data is prepared so that friction on the 
die surface can be included at a later date. The face of the element 
in contact with the die, if any, is identified by an integer between 
1 and 6 (there are 6 faces per rectangular prism element); the four 
nodes of this face, if it exists, are also defined. Any element which 
does not have a face in contact with the die has a code 7 as face 
identification. The integer variables defining the nodes of the 
contact face are set equal to 0. 
Also in this part, the maximum difference of the node identifica-
tion within the element is calculated. The knowledge of this maximum 
value is necessary to define the bandwidth of the stiffness matrix. 
The nodes, elements, and their associated variables are punched on 
a card deck which will be used as input to the next program. This 
complete data deck is then verified by an independent program which 
plots each element in an isometric view. 
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2. Minimization Process 
The system of Equations (3.19) must be solved during the minimiza-
tion process. The solution of Equation (3.19) is obtained by the 
well- known gaussian elimination method. Since the matrix which 
expresses the relationship between loading conditions and strain rates 
is banded, it is practical to divide it into blocks and to perform the 
calculations within each block. All the blocks are then assembled 
together in a sequential file for further gaussian elimination. The 
division of the stiffness matrix into blocks and the use of the 
sequential file slightly increases the computation time but the 
memory required for program execution is noticeably reduced. Thus 
it is possible to improve the accuracy of the solution by increasing 
the number of elements and nodes. The banded matrix and the block 
assembly are shown in Figure 6. 
The system of Equations (3.19) is rearranged such that each block 
contains the same number of velocity perturbation equations and the 
same number of incompressibility equations. All the blocks, except 
the last one, have the same length. The last block can have a shorter 
length but it must contain either both velocity perturbation equations 
and incompressibility equations, or velocity perturbation equations 
only. 
The number of velocity perturbation equations and the number of 
incompressibility equations within the regular block are, respectively, 
defined by: 
nvepb > 3 (mnd + 1) 




















(a) Details of a Typical Block 





where nvepb no. of velocity equations per block 
niepb no. of incompressibility equations per block 
rnnd = maximum difference of node identification within an element 
numel = total number of elements 
numblock = number of blocks defined by 
numb lock (total number of nodes) x 3 
nevpb 
The minimization process is iterative. An initial velocity field 
as close to the exact one as possible is assumed. The velocity per-
turbations are then calculated. A new velocity field is obtained by 
adding the velocity perturbations to the initial field. The process 
is continued until there is no significant variations of the velocity 
perturbations between two consecutive iterations (5%). During the 
minimization the auxiliary values which are independent of the velocity 
field are calculated for the f~rst iteration only and they are stored 
on a direct access device for use in the subsequent iterations. The 
minimization technique is summarized in the flow charts in Figures 7 
and 8. 
G. Results 
The program was tested by an analysis of the extrusion of a 
cylindrical billet to a square section prism. Simulation was made at 
4 different area reduction ratios: 2.26, 2.55, 2.97, and 3.34. These 
ratios were so chosen since available experimental data was also 
obtained at the same ratios. 
The solid simulated is limited by two parallel planes. The 
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zone equal to the length of one side of the prismatic section. The 
top plane is located at a distance from the entrance of the transition 
zone equal to the diameter of the billet (See Figure 9). 
Information concerning number of nodes and elements used, and the 
calculated extrusion pressures are summarized in Table I. In this 
table values on the last column are non-dimensional, independent of 
material characteristics and units used. They represent the ratios 
of the extrusion pressure, p , over the yield point, 0 , of the Y·P· 
material, that is 
p* p 0 Y·P· 
It is interesting to know the velocity profile within the solid 
under consideration at a certain plane and along some particular axis 
or contour. For this purpose the solid is divided into layers by 
planes. It is limited on the bottom by the plane at the exit of the 
transition zone and on the top by a plane at a distance from the 
entrance of the transition zone equal to the radius of the billet . 
Figures 10,11,12,13 show the location of these particular lines or 
contours and their velocity profile in the z-direction. Data per-
taining to the velocity profile plotting are tabulated in Appendix E. 
The variation of the n on-dimens i onal extrusion pressure p* as a 
function of the extrusion area ratio is plotted on Figure 14. The 
data points which represent the computer simulation results are almost 
aligned along a straight line on a semi-log scale. The straight line 
on the graph is obtained by using the least square technique to fit the 
simulated data. 
Only this portion 
has been studied in 
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Table I. Computer Simulation Results 
Area No. of No. of No. of No. of Total Total Non-dimensional 
reduction nodes elements no. of no. of extrusion 
ratio planes layers per plane per layer nodes elements pressure 
2.26 12 11 9 4 108 44 1.2133 
2.55 13 12 9 4 117 48 1. 3897 
2.97 13 12 9 4 117 48 1.6936 
3.34 13 12 9 4 117 48 1.8652 






Figure 10. Velocity Profile in the z- direction 
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Figure II. Velocity Profile in the z-direction 
at the Midlevel of the Transition Zone 
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Figure 12. Velocity Profile in the z-direction 
at the Entrance of the Prismatic Portion 
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76 77 78 79 80 
Figure 13. Velocity Profile in the z- direction 
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Figure 14. Computer Simulation Results 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
A. Equipment 
The equipment used for the experiments consists of a high pressure 
vessel with a 3/4-inch I.D. test chamber. It is closed at the bottom 
by a removable plug and a fluid seal. Inside the vessel the extrusion 
die seats on a set of hollow spacers into which the extrusion product 
is received. Above the die is placed a billet surrounded by the 
fluid which is prevented from flowing between the die and vessel wall 
by a set of miter rings and rubber "O" ring. The die, spacers and 
miter rings are made from maraging steel and are shown in Figures 15 
and 16. The vessel is closed on the top by a moving seal. The 
pressure required for extrusion is generated by a downward motion of 
a ram. This extrusion system is called a Beta Press, and is manufac-
tured by the Pressure Technology Corporation of America. 
B. Experiments 
1. Preparation 
All billets were prepared from a single bar of 6061 T 651 
Aluminium. The billet diameters were 0.390" (9.9 nun), 0.415" (10.54 mm), 
0.450" (11.43 mrn) and 0.475" (12.06 nun), which correspond to extrusion 
ratios of 1:2.26, 1:2.55, 1:2.97 and 1:3.34, respectively. The square 
section of the product, which is the same for all tests, has an area 
of .053 in. 2 (34.19 mm2). All the billets were 1-1/2" long (38.1 mm) 
and had a conical nose with a 40° con e angle. The billets were plunged 
into mel t ed bees-wax and then seated in t he die. The wax formed a 
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The vessel and the extrusion apparatus are then put in place in 
the Beta Press. The pressure is generated by the motion of the ram 
which pushes on the top seal. A set of manometers record the pressure 
in the billet chamber. When the extrusion is complete the pressure 
drops suddenly. Results of the experimental \'l(ork are sununarized in 
Table II. 
C. Comments on Experiments 
During the course of the experimental work several difficulties 
were encountered. The pressure vessel has experienced considerable 
use at high pressures (over 350,000 psi) and has developed a permanent 
set (bulge) which needs to be removed by a honing operation. As a 
consequence it is very difficult to keep the fluid from leaking to 
the bottom side of the die (Figure 15 and 16). Furthermore, under 
high pressure the miter rings and the die base are free to expand and 
stick to the wall of the vessel. Most of the time the miter rings 
and the die base are lodged in the vessel after an experiment, and a 
large load (up to 15,000 lbs) is needed to take them out of the vessel. 
Due to this temporary limitation of the extrusion equipment, the 
extrusion pressures were kept below 150,000 psi. Also, due to the 
limited equipment at the laboratory, the dies are not perfectly made, 
particularly at the square section entrance to the die. Fluid leakage 
at the corn ers of the square section prevents the performance of small 
ratio extrusions. Also, the longitudinal axis of the prismatic portion 
of the die does not coincide with the axis of the conical portion. 
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Table II. Experimental Results 
Diam. in. Area in. 2 Pressure psi Billet 11 (mm) (mm2) 
Ratio (atmosph.) 
1 .390 .ll95 l:2.26 8l340 
(9.906) (77 .1) (5534.37) 
2 .415 .135 l:2.55 98490 
(l0.54l) (87 . 1) (670l.26) 
3 .450 .157 l:2.97 ll7000 
(11.48) (10l.29) (800l.50) 
4 0.475 .177 1:3.34 l28870 
(12.065) (114.2) (8768. 21) 
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V. CONCLUSION 
A. Comparison o f Theoretical and Experimental Results 
The extrusion pressures obtained experimentally and theoretically 
are plotted on Figure 17. The dots and circles represent experimental 
and theoret i cal da ta, respectively. The straight lines are determined 
by the least squares method . The results agree qualitatively. 
Differences between theoretical and experimental pressures are 
due to various reasons. First of all, friction, which was assumed 
negligible in the theoretical analysis, exists during the experiment. 
This is true because the pressure discrepancy increases with higher 
area reduction ratios as the surface in contact between billet and 
die gets larger. Furthermore, the friction force between aluminum 
and steel is relatively high. In addition, the die is not perfectly 
made due to limited equipment. As a consequence, redundant work 
comprises a large part of the power dissipated during the deformation 
of the billet. 
Also, an observation of the lateral faces of the product shows 
good agreement with the velocity profiles plotted in Figures 10,11,12, 
and 13. Horizontal lines marked on the billet during its preparation 
are displaced and have a final shape similar to the superposition of 
the velocity profiles at contours corresponding to the lateral faces 
of the deformed solid (See Figure 18). 
B. Suggestions for Further Work 
The work done so far does not totally reach the initial objective 
due to limited facilities and there is still much to be done. 
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• Experimental Data 
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1. Study of the Friction 
Friction consumes a large part of the power required to deform the 
material plastically. An adequate knowledge of friction can improve 
the feasibility of a metal forming process. An initial attempt to 
include the effect of friction in the theoretical analysis has been 
made but it has not been included in the computer program (See Appendix 
F). 
2. Use of Higher Order Elements 
Throughout the course of this study only linear elements have been 
used. It is possible to use higher order elements (39). A first look 
shows that for the same order of accuracy, the computation time related 
to one element increases due to large size matrix operations, but the 
overall computation time might be reduced since the total number of 
elements is smaller. However the maximum node identification difference 
within the element increases significantly as does the bandwidth of the 
stiffness matrix and the memory required for the execution of the 
program. The use of a 20-node quadratic element has been tested 
successfully on the compression of a short cylinder (See Appendix G). 
Future studies may show that the use of higher order elements is 
feasible for certain types of metal forming processes. 
3. Optimum Die Profile 
The redundant work can be reduced by using a die profile better 
than the conical one. The work of Sortais et al. (30) might be extended 
to non axisymmetric problems. 
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APPENDIX A 
VELOCITY FIELD 






The coefficients a., B., y, can be expressed in terms of nodal point 
1 1 1 
velocities by solving the system of velocity component equations 
at the nodes. However this is not practical. 
A better way of expressing the velocity field in terms of nodal 
point velocities involves the use of "shape functions" (36), that is, 
u l: N.u 
X . 1 X. 
1 1 
u L N.u y i 1 yi 
u L: N.u 
z . 1 z. 
1 1 








Such a shape function is given in terms of normalized local coordinates 




8 (1+~ )(l+n )(l+s ) 0 0 0 (A-3) 
where 
~0 ~~ i 
n nni 0 
<;: 0 <;:<;:. l 




A transformation from global cartesian coordinates to local 
coordinates is required. The most convenient method of establishing 
the coordinate transformation is to use the shape functions already 
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derived by Equation (A-3). The coordinates of any point in an element 
acedefined in terms of the cartesian coordinates of the nodes and the 
shape functions by 
x = L: N .x. (A-Sa) 
. l 1 
1 
y = L: N.y. (A-5b) 
. 1 1 
1 
z = L: N.z. (A-5c) 
. 1 1 
l 
Figure 19 shows such a transformation. Details of the coordinate 
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STRAIN RATE FIELD 












1 au au (B-1) . (~ + _:t_) s 2 xy dy dX 
1 3u au 
s 2 
( _:t_ 't _z) 
yz dZ dY 
1 au au 
s 2 
(--z + ~) 
zx dX dZ 
or in index notation 
s .. 
l] 
1 (. . ) 
-2 u .. + u .. l,J J,l 
Since the velocity field is defined in terms of the nodal point 
velocity components by (A-2), Equations (B-1) can be written 
3N. 
=L: l . s ax- u X X. i l 
3N. 
=I: l . s ay u y y. i l 
(jN. 
=I: l s 
-az- u z z. i l 
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1 aN. aN L: (--]_ i . ) E.: 2 u + --- u xy ay X. dX y . i J.. J.. 
1 aN . aN . L: (--]_ + ]_ ) E.: 2 u -- u yz az yi ay z. i J.. 
1 aN. aN. L: J.. ]_ . ) E.: 2 <a;z- u + --· u zx z. dZ X. i J.. J... 
(B-2) 
or in a matrix form 





















































aN. aN. aN. 
(B-6) 
1 1 1 In order to evaluate ~' ay , and ~' consider a set of local 
coordinates ~' n, s and corresponding global coordinates x, y, z (See 
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where [J] is known as the Jacobian matrix. 
Since the left hand side of (B-8) is derivable from (A-3) and 
aN. aN. aN . 
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In terms of the shape function defining the coordinate trans forma-
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. . a a Equation (3.14) of Chapter III conta1ns the term a{u} (7). The 
E 
development of this term follows. If the material is assumed to be 
rigid perfectly plastic, 0 is independent of the velocity or strain 
rate. Then 
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The stress state can be decomposed into two parts, the mean stress, 
or hydrostatic pressure, and the deviatoric stress (S .. ). 
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where 0 and E are the effective stress and effective strain rate, 
respectively. In a matrix form (C-2) can be written as 
{S} Q [D]{E:} (C-3) 
E 
where 
s sll X 
s s22 y 





s s23 yz 
s s31 zx 
and E Ell X 
E E22 y 
E E33 z 
{E:} E: or 
xy El2 
E: E23 yz 
E: E31 zx 
and [D] is known as the flow matrix 
[D] 2 
-3 [o .. J lJ 
62 
(C-4) 
For a perfectly-plastic or work-hardening material, Equation (C-4) 
a 
represents the symmetric flow matrix at a constant factor (7). If the 
€ 
material is not isotropic, the principal axes of anisotropy rotate 
during deformation. The fl ow matrix is no longer symmetric and should 
include the terms expressing the interaction of the deviatoric stresses 
and the strain rates in different directions. 
It can be shown that the Lagrange multiplier Aeinvolved in the 
minimization process turns out to be the mean stress. Consider a 
unit volume of material. The power dissipated due to internal deforma-
tion is defined by Equation (3.la). The same power can be written 
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From a comparison of Equations (C-6) and (3.13a) it is obvious that 





In the minimization process, exact integration of the matrix 
expressions over the element is troublesome especially when the element 
is distorted; therefore, numerical integration becomes essential. 
The principle of the numerical integration used in the minimization 
process is summarized here. For illustrative purposes consider the 
integral 
I J f(x,y,z)dxdydz 
ve 
(D-1) 
A transformation from the global coordinates x,y,z to the local 
coordinate ~,n,s is necessary, and this transformation is described 
in Appendix A. The integration is performed in the local coordinate 
system as 
I =! 1!1! 1 f(~,n,s) (D-2) 
-1 -1 -1 
where f(~,n,s) is the integrand function in local coordinates and jJj 
is the determinant of the Jacobian. 
det[J) a(x,y,z) a(~,n,s) 
First, the inner integral is evaluated keeping n and s constant 
j 1 J 1 [j \ o;, n, r;) d f..] dnd r; 
-1 -1 -1 
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f lrlrrr l J Lj_ f(t;,n,<;)dt;J dnd~ 
-1 -1 -1 ! 1( 1 = .J. ~<n . ~)dnd~ 
-1 -1 
Next, in a similar manner, the 2nd and the 3rd integrals are successive-
ly evaluated. 
I =/ 1 (L:c.~(n .• ~))d~ =/ 1 L:c.L:c.f(t;.,n.,~)d~ J J J 1 l J 
-1 -1 
n n n 
L ei L cj L ckf(~i'nj 'l:k) 
i j k 
n n n 
c.c.ckf(~. ,n.,l:k) 
l J l J 
i j k 
The number of integrating points in each direction is not required 
to be equal, and better accuracy is obtained with a higher number 
of integrating points. Integrating point positions and weighing 
coefficients for one dimensional Gaussian integration are listed in 
Table III (36). This table can also be used for two or three dimen-
sional integration. 
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Table III. Abscissae and Weight Coeff i cients of 





L W.f(a.), ~ ~ 
-1 i=l 
±a 2 wi n = 
0.57735 02691 89626 1.00000 00000 00000 
n = 3 
0.77459 66692 41483 0.55555 55555 55556 
0.00000 00000 00000 0.88888 88888 88889 
n = 4 
0.86113 63115 94053 0.34785 48451 37454 
0.33998 10435 84856 0.65214 51548 62546 
n = 5 
0.90617 98459 38664 0.23692 68850 56189 
0.53846 93101 05683 0.47862 86704 99366 
0.00000 00000 00000 0.56888 88888 88889 
n = 6 
0.93246 95142 03152 0.17132 44923 79170 
0.66120 93864 66265 0.36076 15730 48139 
0.23861 91860 83197 0.46791 39345 72691 
n = 7 
0.94910 79123 42759 0.12948 49661 68870 
0.74153 11855 99394 0.27970 53914 89277 
0.40584 51513 77397 0.38183 00505 05119 
0.00000 00000 00000 0.41795 91836 73469 
n = 8 
0.96028 98564 97536 0.10122 85362 90376 
0 . 79666 64774 13627 0 . 22238 10344 53374 
0.52553 24099 16329 0.31370 66458 77887 
0.18343 46424 95650 0.36268 37833 78362 
n = 9 
0.96816 02395 07626 0.08127 43883 61574 
0.83603 11073 26636 0.18064 81606 94857 
0.61337 14327 00590 0.26061 06964 02935 
0.32425 34234 03809 0.31234 70770 40003 
0.00000 00000 00000 0 . 33023 93550 01260 
n = 10 
0.97390 65285 17172 0.06667 13443 08688 
0.86506 33666 88985 0.14945 13491 50581 
0.67940 95682 99024 0.21908 63625 15982 
0.43339 53941 29247 0.26926 67193 09996 
0.14887 43389 81631 0 . 29552 42247 14753 
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APPENDIX E 
COMPUTER SIMULATED VELOCITY FIELD 
In Figures 10,11,12 and 13, the velocity profiles at different 
cross-sections of the deforming solid are obtained from the simulation 
of an extrusion of a cylindrical billet into a square section prism 
at the area reduction ratio 1:2.26. The solid under consideration is 
divided into 4 layers by 5 planes. There are 25 nodes per plane and 
16 elements per layer. The total number of nodes and the total number 
of elements are 125 and 64, respectively. Simulated results are 
listed below. 
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. . . NODE CCDE X y l ux uy uz 
1 2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
-0.9603 
2 3 0.12 50 o.o o.o -0.0063 o.o -0.9619 
3 3 o. 2500 o.o o.o -0.0086 o.o -0.9580 
4 3 0.3750 o.o o.o 
-0.0298 o.c -0.9717 
5 7 0.5000 o.o o.o o.o o.o -0.9241 
6 4 o.o 0.1250 o.o o.o -0.0062 -0.9617 
7 l 0.12 50 0.1250 o.o -0.0037 -0.0038 -0.9578 
8 1 0.25CO 0.1250 o.o -0.0076 0.0010 -0.9508 
9 1 0.3750 0.1250 o.o -0.0135 0.0177 -o.q489 
10 6 0.5000 0.1250 o.o o.o 0.0165 -0.8987 
11 4 o.o 0. 2 500 o.o o.o -0.0087 -0.9571 
12 1 0.1250 o. 2 500 o.o 0.0029 -0.0062 -0.9477 
13 1 0.2500 o. 2 500 o.o o.oooo 0.0023 -0.9351 
14 1 0.3750 0. 2 500 o.o O.OC39 0.0170 -0.9104 
15 6 0.5000 0.2SOO o.o o.o 0.0275 -0.8715 
16 4 o.o 0.3750 o.o o.o -0.0321 -0.9731 
17 1 0.1250 0.3750 o.o 0.0172 -0.0182 -0.9480 
18 l 0.2500 0.3750 o.o 0.0166 0.0028 -0.9090 
19 1 0 .3750 o. 3 75 0 o.o 0.0130 0.0126 -0.8712 
20 6 0.5000 0.3750 o.o o.o 0.0098 -0.8630 
21 7 o.o 0.5000 o.o o.o o.o -0.9362 
22 5 0.1250 o.scoc o.o 0.0196 o.o -0.9090 
23 5 0.2500 0. 500C o.o 0.0315 o.o -0.8754 
24 5 0.3750 c.scoo o.o 0.0109 o.o -0.8627 
25 1 0.5000 o. 5 00.0 o.o o.o o.o -0.8605 
26 2 o.o o.o 0.2840 o.o o.o -0.8859 
21 3 0.1507 o.o 0.2840 -0.0346 o.o -0.8810 
28 3 0.3015 o.o 0.284C -0.1015 o.o -0.8754 
29 3 0.4523 o.o 0.2840 -0.1857 o.o -0.8600 
30 8 0.6030 o.o 0.2840 -0.3186 o.o -0.8752 
31 4 o.o 0.1507 o. 2 840 o.o -0.0351 -0.8812 
32 1 0.1450 0.1450 0.2840 -O.C283 -0.0290 -0.8815 
33 1 0.2850 0.140C 0. 2 840 -0.0649 -0.0041 -0.8769 
34 1 0. 42 50 o. 1300 0.2840 -0.1483 0.0130 -0.8692 
35 10 0.5900 0.1200 0. 2 84 0 -0.2042 -0.0178 -0.8602 
36 4 o.o 0.3015 0. 2 840 o.o -O.O<l96 -0.8761 
37 1 0.1400 o.zeso 0.284C -0.0058 -0.0661 -0.8805 
38 1 0.2650 0.2650 0.2840 -0.0268 -0.0305 -0.8746 
39 1 0.3950 O. 2 5 :JO 0.2840 -0.0597 0.0255 -0.8683 
40 10 0.5600 0.2300 0.2840 -o.oq14 -0.0376 -0.8474 
41 4 o.o 0.4522 0.2 84C o.o -0.1821 -0.8626 
42 1 0.1300 0.4250 0.2840 0.0148 -0.1397 -0.8722 
43 1 0.2500 0.3950 0.2840 0.0259 -0.0568 -0.8710 
44 1 0.3700 o. 3 7{)0 0.2840 0.0120 0.0106 -0.8600 
45 1 0.50 0 0 0.340C 0.2840 o.o o.o -0.8269 
46 9 o.o 0.6C30 0.2840 o.o -0.3243 -0.8908 
47 10 O.l?.CO 0.5GOC 0.284C -0.0183 -0.2063 -0.8663 · 
4H 10 0.2300 0.56 0 0 0.2840 -0.03 70 -0.090() -0.8434 
49 7 0.34GO 0. 5 ooc 0.2840 o.o o.o -0.8280 
50 7 0 • .5000 0.500( 0.2840 o.o o.o -0.8060 
51 2 o.o o.o C.569C o.o o.o -0.7112 
l 
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52 3 0.1768 o.o 0.5690 -0.0721 o.o -0.7102 
53 3 0.3535 o.o 0.56<iC -0.1635 o.o -0.6962 
54 3 0. 53 C3 o.o 0.56<jQ 
-0.2302 o.o -0.6956 
55 B 0.7070 o.o o.s6qo 
-0.2678 o.o -0.73C)Q 
56 4 o.o 0. 1 76 8 0.5690 o.o -0.0730 -0.7121 
57 l 0.17CO 0.170C 0.5690 -0.0554 -0.0564 -0.7111 
5B l 0.3350 0.1600 o.s6qo -0.1310 -0.0205 -0.7081 
59 l 0.4950 0.1550 0.5690 -0.2220 -0.0298 -0.7079 
60 10 0.6<J50 0.1400 0.5690 -0.2593 -0.0547 -0.7459 
61 4 o.o 0. 3 535 0.5690 o.o -0.1706 -0.7008 
62 1 0.1600 0.3350 0.5690 -0.0141 ·-0. 1341 -0.7079 
63 1 0.3150 0.3150 0.56~0 -0.0634 -0.0645 -0.7243 
64 1 0.4600 0.2950 0.5690 -0.1661 -0.0119 -0.7479 
65 10 0.6550 0.2700 0.5690 -0.2646 -0.1101 -0.7871 
66 4 o.o 0.5303 0.569C o.o -0.22C)9 -0.6982 
67 1 0.1550 0.4950 0.5690 -0.0398 -0.2376 -0.7106 
68 1 o. 29 50 o. 4600 0.5690 -0.0190 -0.1715 -0.7436 
69 1 0.43CO 0.4300 0.5690 -0.0365 -0.0346 -0.7961 
10 10 0.5850 0.3950 0.5690 -0.1386 -0.0552 -0.7896 
71 9 o.o o.1c1o 0.5690 o.o -0.2688 -0.7418 
72 10 0.1400 o. 6Cj5 0 0.5690 -0.0547 -0.2591 -0.7453 
73 10 0. 2 700 0. 6 55 0 0.5690 -0.1142 -0.2746 -0.8169 
74 10 0.3950 o. 5 850 0.5690 -0.0549 -0.1382 -0.7884 
75 1 0.5000 0.5COO 0.569C o.o o.o -0.7481 
76 2 o.o o.o 0.<1620 o.o o.o -0.5227 
77 3 0.2125 o.c 0.9620 -0.0334 o. 0 -0.5185 
78 3 0.4250 o.o 0.9620 -0.0530 o.o -0.5152 
79 3 0.6375 o.o 0.9620 -0.0893 o.o -0.5226 
80 8 0.85CO o.o 0.962C -0.2128 o.o -0.5855 
81 4 o.o 0.2125 0.9620 o.o -0.0324 -0.5188 
82 1 0.2000 0.2000 C.9620 -0.0268 -0.0258 -0.5186 
83 1 0.3 985 0.1890 0.9620 -0.0634 -0.0344 -0.5181 
84 1 0.5950 0.1 75C 0.9620 -0.0868 -0.0349 -0.5259 
85 10 0.8350 0.160C 0.9620 -0.0928 -0.0438 -0.5742 
86 4 o.o 0.4250 0.962C o.o -0.0528 -0.5179 
87 1 0.1890 o. 3 985 0.9620 -0.0354 -0.0607 -0.5202 
88 1 0.3750 0.3 750 o. 96·20 -0.0613 -0.0589 -0.5312 
89 1 0.5550 0. 3 50 c 0.9620 -0.1073 -0.0820 -0.5374 
90 10 0.7850 0.3250 0.9620 -0.2159 -0.0894 -0.6090 
q1 4 o.o 0.6375 0.9620 o.o -0.0899 -0.5246 
92 l 0.1750 0.7<;50 0.9620 -0.0426 -0.1202 -0.5568 
93 1 0.3500 0.5550 0.9620 -0.0748 -0.1133 -0.5433 
94 1 0.5150 0.5150 C.962C -0.1117 -0.1194 -0.5581 
95 10 0.7080 0.4700 0.9620 -o. 1953 -0.1309 -0.6264 
96 q o.o 0.8500 0.9620 J.O -0.2119 -0.5830 
97 10 0.1600 0.8350 0.9620 -0.0437 -0.0921 -0.5723 
98 10 0.3250 o. 1 as·c 0.9620 -0.0903 -0.2180 -0.6153 
99 10 0.4780 o.1cao 0.9620 -0.1385 -0.2067 -0.6385 
l 00 10 0.6000 0.6COO 0.9620 -0.1676 -0.1676 -0.6191 
101 2 o.o o.o 1. 3870 o.o o.o -0.4425 
102 3 0.2125 o.o 1.3870 -0.0101 o.o -0.~4~5 
103 3 0.4250 o.o 1. 3870 -0.0081 o.o -0.4425 
104 3 0.6375 o.o 1.3870 -O.C089 o.o -0.4425 
105 7 0.8500 o.o 1.3870 o.c o.o -0.4425 
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106 4 o.o 0.2125 1.3870 o.o -0.0010 -0.4425 
107 1 0.2000 0. 2 ooc 1.3870 -0.0088 -0.0059 -0.4425 
108 1 0.3985 0.1890 1.3870 -0.0160 -0.0114 -0.4425 
109 1 0.5950 o. 1 7'50 1.387C -0.0029 -0.0094 -0.4425 
110 1 0.8350 0.160C 1.3870 o.o o.o -0.4425 
111 4 o.o 0.4250 1.3870 o.o -0.0012 -0.4425 
112 1 0.1890 0.3985 1.3870 -0.0153 -0.0106 -0.4425 
113 1 0.3750 0.3750 1.3870 -0.0180 -0.0147 -0.4425 
114 1 0.5550 0.3500 1.3870 -0.0128 -0.0204 -0.4425 
115 7 0.7850 0.3250 1.3870 o.o o.o -0.4425 
116 4 o.o 0.6375 l.387C o.o -0.0001 -0.4425 
117 l 0.1750 0.5950 1.3870 0.0007 0.0163 -0.4425 
118 1 0.3500 0.5550 1.387C -0.01R9 -0.0094 -0.4425 
119 1 0.5150 0.5150 1.3870 -0.0080 -0.0133 -0.4425 
120 1 0.7080 o. 4700 1.'3870 o.o o.o -0.4425 
121 7 o.o 0.8500 1.3870 o.o o.o -0.4425 
122 1 O.l6CO 0.8350 1.3870 o.c o.o -0.4425 
123 7 o. 32 50 0.7850 1.3870 o.o o.o -0.4425 
124 1 0.4780 o.1cao 1.3870 o.o o.o -0.4425 
125 7 0.6000 o. 6 '000 1.3870 o.o o.o -0.4425 
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APPENDIX F 
EFFECTS OF FRICTION 
If friction is considered non negligible, the functional to 
minimize becomes: 
J* f {S}T{E:} dV + f T IL'lul ds (F-1) 
v SF 
where 
I £lui = [{u}T{ti} - ({d}T{ti})T ({d}T{u})Jl/2 (F-2) 
and {d} is the direction cosine vector of SF. In terms of nodal 
point velocity: 
(F-3) 
The following identities will be used to simplify Equation (F-3) 
[F] (F-4a) 
[G] [N]T{d}{d}T[N) (F-4b) 
IL'lul then becomes: 
(F-5) 
The minimization of J * implies the calculation of the derivative 
of IL'lul with respect to {ti} 
a{~} jL'ltil = 16t1 ([FJ{u} - [GJ{u}) (F- 6) 
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In order to linearize (F-6) it is necessary to expand (F-6) into 
a Taylor series about {u}(r-l) and neglect non linear terms in the 
same manner as in Section III.C.2. 
+ [ jlnijl ([F]-[G]) - __ 1 __ 
(r-1) j6~~~r-l) [C[F] -[G]){u}(r-l) J. 
[([F]-[G]){U} (r-l)T] (Oti) (r) (F-7) 
To include the effect of friction in the analysis, Equations 
(3.18d) and (3.18e) are modified as follows: 
[P](r)(with friction)=[P](r)(frictionless)+[¢](r) (F-8a) 
where 
[H](r)(with friction)=[H](r)(frictionless) 
+~ ~~U~(r) ([F]-[G]){ll} (r) dS 
se 
F 
[¢] (r) =! [ j6~l(r) ([F]-[G]) - -~1-
jtni I ~r) 
se 
F 
[([ F]-[G]){U} (r)T] dS 
(F-8b) 
[ ([F]-[G] ){u} (r) J . 
(F-9) 
[P](r)(frictionless) and [H](r)(frictionless) are defined by (3.18d) 




HIGHER ORDER ELEMENTS 
The theoretical work presented in Chapter III deals only with 
linear elements. The approach of the problem by higher order elements 
requires some modifications of the equations involved in the analysis, 
however the basic scheme remains the same. The following study pre-
sents such a modification for a 20 node quadratic element (See Figure 
2b). 
1. Shape Function for the Velocity 




8 (1+~ )(l+n )(1+~ )(~ +n +~ -2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Mid-side Nodes 
* Nodes 4,8,16,20 
~.=o, n.=±l, ~.=±1 
1 1 1 
N. 
1 4
1 (l-~ 2 )(l+n )(1+~) 
0 0 
* Nodes 2,6,14,18 
~.=±1, n.=o, s.=±l 
1 1 1 
N. = ~ (1+~ )(l-n 2 )(1+~) 
1 4 0 0 
* Nodes 6,9,11,12 
~.=±1, n.=±l, ~.= o 











2. Derivative of the Shape Functions with Respect to Local 
Coordinates 
The calculation of the derivatives are necessary for the deter-






















8 (l+n )(l+c;: )(2~ +n +c: -1) ~. 0 0 0 0 0 1 
aNi 1 ~ = 8 (1+~ )(l+c;: )(~ +2n +c: -l)n. o., 0 0 0 0 0 1 
aN. 1 1 
=- (1+~ )(l+n )(~ +n +2c;: -l)c;:. 
az;: 8 o o o o o 1 
b. Mid-side Nodes 












dN. 1 2 l 
dT) 4 (1- ~ ) (l+t; )T). 0 l (G-6b) 
aN. 1 2 l 
at; 4 < 1-~ ) < 1 +n ) t; . 0 l (G-6c) 
* Nodes 2,6,14,18 
dN. 1 2 l 
a~ 4 (1-T) ) (l+t; )~. 0 l (G-7a) 
dN. 1 l (1+~ )(l+t; )(-2n) dT) 4 0 0 (G-7b) 
aN. 1 (1+~ )(l-n 2)t;. l 
at; 4 0 l (G-7c) 
* Nodes 6,9,11,12 
dN. 1 (l+n )(l-t; 2 )~. l ---a~ 4 0 l (G-8a) 
aN. 1 (1+~ )(l-t; 2)n. l all= 4 0 l (G-8b) 
dN. ~ (1+~ )(l+n )(-2t;) l 
a t; 0 0 (G-8c) 
3. Mean Stresses or Lagrange Multipliers 
Since the velocity field is quadratic, the strain rate field 
defined by the relation (B.l) is therefore linear;so are the stresses. 
To have complete incompressibility over the element, the mean stress at 
any point within the element is defined in terms of the mean stresses 
associated with the corner nodes of the element, that is 
(G-9) 
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where {A.}e is the mean stress vector associated with the corner nodes 
l 
of the element and {N} represents the shape function vector of the p 
mean stress. The mean stress shape functions , similar to the velocity 
shape functions of the linear element, are defined by Equation (A-3) 
(See Appendix A). 
4. Minimization 
For a single quadratic element, Equation (3.13) becomes: 
aF a 








Substituting {S} and {E} from Equations (3.11) and (3.12) into 
(G-lOa), performing the derivative with respect to {u} , and simplifying 
using Equation (3.15) yields 
2(~)[K]{u}dV + {u}T[K]{u}(- ~){E}dV + [Q]{Ai} 
E E 
where [Q] is defined, instead of Equation (3.15b), by: 
[ Q] ! 
v 






Equation (G-Ila) represents a system of 60 equations in terms of 
68 unknowns {u} and {A.}. The system is completed by Equation (G-lOb) 
1 
which is the incompressibility condition. Equation (G-lOb), after 
substitution of {£}by (3.11) and simplifying by (G-12), is written 
as: 
0 (G-llb) 
The method of assembling the system of Equations (G-lla) and 
(G-llb) is the same as that used in the case of the linear elements. 
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APPENDIX H 
PROGRAM LISTINGS AND DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
This appendix contains the listings of the programs written for 
the analysis of the metal forming process and the directions for their 
use. The input information at different stages is given below. 
Program information may be found on comment cards in the listing. 
1. First Stage: Data Preparation 
The sub-paragraphs a-, b- and c- are valid only for the use of 
the 8 node linear element. 
a. Control Card (315) 
Columns 1-5 Number of planes 
6-10 Number of nodes per plane 
(50 maximum) 
11-15 Number of elements per layer 
b. Nodal Point Cards 
The nodes are read per set or per plane. There are several 
cards per set; the first card is used to identify the plane or set, 
the next cards contain nodal point information, one card for each 
nodal point. The nodal point sets are identified in an increasing 
order along the positive direction of the z-axis. They must be read 
also in the same order, however the sequence is not required to be 
continuous. Within the set, the nodes are also read in an increasing 
order, but the sequence is not required to be continuous. The missing 
sets or missing nodes will be generated. 
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*First card of the nodal point set: Set identification (I5,Fl0.0) 
Columns 1-5 Set identification number 
6-15 z-coordinate increment from the previously 
read set. For the first, the z-coordinate of 
the plane containing the set is read instead. 
* Nodal point cards (2I5,6FlO.O) 
c. 
Columns 1-5 Nodal point number (550 maximum) 
Element 
6-10 Nodal point code. The code varies depending 





41-50 Velocity estimate in the x-direction 
51-60 Velocity estimate in the y-direction 
61-70 Velocity estimate in the z-direction 
Cards (515) 
There is one card per element 
Columns 1-5 Element number 
6-10 Nodal point 1 
11-15 Nodal point 2 
16-20 Nodal point 3 
21-25 Nodal point 4 
(See Figure 2a) 
The following sub-paragraphs d-, e- and f- pertain to the data 
preparation if the 20 node quadratic element is used. 
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d. Control Card (515) 
Columns 1-5 Number of primary planes. Primary planes is 
the plane containing the nodes 1 to 8 (See 
Figure 2b). The plane containing the nodes 9 
to 12 is called a secondary plane. 
6-10 Number of nodes per primary plane 
11-15 Number of nodes per secondary plane. The sum 
of nodes on a primary and on a secondary plane 
should not exceed 50. 
16-20 Number of elements per layer. The layer is 
limited by two consecutive primary planes. 
21-25 Number of layers between the first primary 
plane and the exit of the friction zone. 
e. Nodal Point Cards 
Nodes are read per set. The input format and the order of the 
cards within the set are the same as for the linear element. The 
nodes of the set are counted, in an increasing order but not necessarily 
continuous, on the first primary plane of the layer, i.e. the plane 
containing the nodes 1 to 8 of the element and on the secondary plane 
containing the nodes 9 to 12 (See Figure 2b). 
f. Element Cards (1315) 
Columns 1-5 Element number 
6-10 Nodal point 1 
11-15 Nodal point 2 
16-20 Nodal point 3 
21-25 Nodal point 4 
2. 
26-30 Nodal point 5 
31-35 Nodal point 6 
36-40 Nodal point 7 
41-45 Nodal point 8 
46-50 Nodal point 9 
51-55 Nodal point 10 
56-60 Nodal point 11 
61-65 Nodal point 12 
(See Figure 2b) 
Second Stage: Velocity Field 
a. Control Card 
Columns 1-5 
(215) 
Total number of nodal points 
(250 maximum) 
6-10 Total number of elements 
(150 maximum) 
b. Nodal Points (supplied by the output of the first stage) 
c. Elements (supplied by the output of the first stage) 
d. Block Size and Boundary Conditions (215) 
Columns 1-5 Number of nodal points contained in one 
block. This number is equal to 1/3 the 
number of velocity equations per block 
defined by relation (3.27) 
6-10 First nodal point of the last set 
3. Third Stage: Stress and Average Extrusion Pressure 
a. Control Card (215) 




6-10 Total number of elements 
(150 maximum) 
b. Nodal Points (supplied by the output of the second stage) 
c. Elements (supplied by the output of the first stage) 
d. Non Dimensional Mean Stress (supplied by the output of 
the second stage) 
e. Billet Information (2Fl0.0) 
Columns 1-10 Yield point of the billet material 
11-20 Radius of the billet 

















































IN = 5 
lOUT = 6 
IPUN = 7 





READ ( IN,l005) ~PLANE,NPPLY,NBPLY 
NUMNP = NPLANE * NPPLY 
~LAYER = NPLANE - 1 
~UMEL = NLAYER * ~BPLY 
WR I Tf (I OUT, 2002) NUMNP, NPLANE, NLAYER, NUMEL 
~MTEST = 0 
LL = 0 
C READ NODAL POINT SET 
c 
50 READ (IN,lOlOt ~, liNCR 
NPOHI = M*NPPLY 
~N2 = (M - l)*NPPLY 
t\T2 = NN2 
L = NN2 
t\NTE=ST = 0 








ZX = N - L 
If (L - NN2) 65,10,65 
65 OX= (X(N)- X(l))/ZX 
OY = (Y(N)- Y(l))/ZX 
CUl = (lJ(l,N)- U(l,l))/ZX 
CU2 = (U(2,N)- U(2,LtJ/ZX 
7C L = L + 1 
IF (N- L) l00,9C,80 
80 ~OOfCL) = KOOE(l - l) 
X(L) = X(l-1) + OX 
\'(l) = Y(L-1) + 0\' 
Z(l) = Z(l-1) 
U ( 1 , L ) = U ( l , l -1 ) + DU 1 
U(2,l) = U(2,L-l) + OU2 
LC3,L) = U(3,L-l) 
GC TO 70 
90 IF (NPOHI - Nt 1CO,ll0,60 
100 ~RITE (l0UT,2030) ~,M 
NNTFST = NNTEST + 1 
~MTEST = MMTEST + 1 
IF (NPPLY - NNTEST) 110,110,60 
110 ~L = ll + 1 
C GENfRATION OF NOOAL POINT SET 
c 
ZLX :: M - Lt. 
IF (ll) 165,170,165 
165 COl= ZINCP/ZZX 
on l6A N = 1,NPPLY 
1\ N 1 = NN 1 + 1 
f\~2 = NN2 + 1 
ODX(N) = (XCNN2J- X(NNl)t/ZZX 
OOY(N) = CY(NN2) - Y(NN1))/ZZX 
DC 168 I = 1, 3 
OOU(l,N) = (U(l,N~2)- U(I,NN1tt/ZZX 
168 CCNTINUF 
17C ll = LL + 1 
IF (~- Ll) 200,19C,180 
l8C ~1 = (Ll - 2)*NPPLY 
N2 = (ll - 1)*NPPLY 
CO 188 N = 1,NPPLY 
t\1 = N1 + 1 
f\2 = N2 + 1 
X(N2) = X(Nl) + DCX(Nt 
YCN2) = Y("1) + OOY(N) 
Z(N2J = Z(Nl) + DCZ 
KODECN2) = KOnE(Nl) 
DO 18 8 I = 1, 3 





GO TO 170 
l9C CO 195 N = ML,M 
LOWER = (N- lt*NPPLY + 1 
LUPER = N*t\PPLY 
WRITE (IOUT,20101 N 
DO 1q5 K = LOWfP,LUPER 
WRITE ( IOUT,20201 K,KOOE(K),X(K),Y(K),Z(K), 
1 (U(I,K),l=l,3) 
19~ CONTINUE 
NNl = NT2 
IF (NUMNP- LUPER) 200,210,50 
20C WRITE (IOUT,2040) M 
210 CONTINUE 




211 kRITE ( IOUT,2007) 
25G 1<-EAO ( IN,l030) N,(IXB(N,I), I= 1,4) 
C CQMPLETITION OF ElfMENT INFORMATICN 
c 
DC 225 J = 1,4 
JP4 = J + 4 
IXB(N,JP4) = lXB(~,J) + NPPLY 
225 CCNTtNUf: 
IF (NRPLY - N) 260,260,250 
84 
260 WRITE ( IOUT,2050) (K, ( IXA(K, I), I = 1,8 ) , K=1,NBPLY) 
t\Nl = 0 
f\N2 = NRPLY 
c 





CO 270 I = 2,NLAYER 
CO 270 NCfl = l,NBPl.Y 
"Nl = NN1 + 1 
NN2 = NN2 + 1 
cc 26~ J = 1,8 
265 IXB(NN2,J) = IXB(NNl,J) + NPPLY 
WRITF (IOUT,2050) NN2,CIXB(NN2,J), J = 1,8) 
210 CONTINUE 
















IX(,..-,h) = IXB(M,3) 
IX(M,7) = IXA(M,7) 
IX(~,8) = IXB(M,8) 
CALL FACIO (M) 
28C CCNTINUE 




J = 0 
Cn 3AO N = 1,NU~EL 
JJ = 0 
cc 360 = 1,8 
CO 360 L = 1,8 
KK = TARS(IX(N,l) -IX(N,L)) 
IF (KK - JJ) 324,324,322 
3l2 JJ = KK 
324 IF (KK - J) 360 9 360,330 


















~RITE ( IOUT,2001) 
WRITf ( IOUT,2060) (K,KOOE(K),X(K),Y(K),Z(K), 
1 (ll(l,K),I=l,3),K=1,NUMNP) 
kRITE (IOUT,2065) 
~~ITF ( IOUT,2070) (N,IflENT(N),(Jf(N,I),I=1,4), 
1 (IX(N,LJ,l=l,8),~=1,NUMEL) 
W~ITf (IOUT,ZlOOJ J 
wRITf ( IPUN,2600) (K,KOOE(K),X(K),Y(K),Z(K), 
1 (U(I,K),I-=l,3),K=l,NUMNP) 





FGRMAT ( I 5, FlO.O) 
FC:RMAT (21 5,6Fl0.0) 
F ORMAT ( 5 I 5) 
F OR MAT ( ' 1NOOAL POINT LISTING' ) 
FClRMAT ( • NO • OF NOOAL POINTS • • . ' 110,//, 
1 • NO • Of PLANES • • . ' 110,//, 
2 • NO. OF l~YERS • • . ' 110,//, 
3 • NO • OF ELEMENTS • • . ' 110 ) 
F ORMAT ( 'lBRI CK LISTING' ) 
FOP MAT ( ' PLANE NC. • • . ' 15) 
FCRMAT (215,5X,3Fl5.5,10X,3Fl5.5) 
F ()R MAT ( I , ' NOOAL PC INT ERRO~ : N =1 ,I5,5X, 
1 'AT LAY ER NO. :•,15,/) 
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2040 FORMAT(' LAYER ERROR : M =',15) 
20~0 FORMAT (15,5X,814) 
206C FnRMAT II5,2X,I5,5X,3Fll.4,lOX 7 3Fl 5 .4) 
2065 FORMAT ( 'IELEMFNT ll STING' ) 
2070 FORMAT ( 14,2X,I4,2X,414,5X,818) 
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1 , I 5) 
260C FORMAT (215,6Fl0.5) 
270C F ORMAT ( 1415 ) 
END 
SUBROUTINE FACIO (M) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES T~E FACE ANO NCO f S OF TH E 






IFAC(l,l) = IX(~,l) 
IFAC(l,2) = IX(M,2) 
TFAC(l,3) = IX(M,3) 
IFAC(l,4) = IX{M,4) 
IFAC(2,1) = IX(M,6) 
IFAC(2,2) = IX(M,5) 
IFAC(2,3) = IX(M,8l 
IFAC(2,4) = IX(M,7) 
I f AC ( 3, 1) = I X (MY 2) 
IFAC( 3,2) = IX(M,6) 
IFAC(3,3) = lX(M,?) 
IFAC(3,4) = IX(My3, 
IFAC(4ylt = 1X(~,5) 
IFAC(4,2) = IX(M,l) 
IFAC(4,3) = IX(M,4) 
IfAC(4,4) = IX(M,8) 
IFAC( 5 ,lt = IX(M,4t 
IFAC(5,2) = IX(M,3) 
IFAC(5,3J = IX(M,7) 
IFAC( 5 ,4) = IX(M,8) 
IFAC(6,1) = 1X(M,2) 
IVAC(6,2J = IX(M,l) 
IFAC(6,3J = IX(M,5) 
IFAC(6 9 4) = IX(M,6) 
I CENT ( M ) = 1 
00 10 J = 1 '4 
10 JF(M,J) = 0 
DO 50 I = 1,6 
( 
IU = IDENT(M) 
IF ( IO.NE.7) GU TO 60 
Krl = KODf(IFAC(I,l)) 
1<02 = KOOE(IFAC(l,2)) 
K03 = KOOE(IFAC(I,3)J 
t<r4 = KOOf-(lFAC(I,4)) 
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C THF FOLLOWING STATEMENT SHOULD AE CHANGED DEPENDING 
C THF COOf SYSTE~ Of A GIVfN PRnRLEM 
c 
IF ((KOl.GT.4).ANC.(K02.GT.4).aNO.(K03.GT.4).AND. 
1 (K04.GT.4)) GC TO 20 
GC TO 50 
2C CGNTINUE 
IDENT(M) = I 
DO 30 L = 1,4 















C (l M ~ O~l X ( 55 0 ) , Y ( 5 50 ) , l ( 5 5 0 ) , K 0 D E ( 5 50 ) , U ( 3 , 5 50 ) , 
1 OOXC50),00Y(50),COU(3,50),1X(2~0,20),JF(250,8), 
2 I XB( 250,20), IOENT(250) 




If\ = 5 
lOUT = 6 
IPU~ = 1 





READ ( IN,l005) NPLANE,NPRIMA,NSECON,NBPLY,NLBFZ 
~LAYFR = NPLANE - 1 
~UMNP = NPLANE*NPPI~A + NLAYER*NSECON 
~UMFL = NLAYER*NAPLY 
NPPLY = NPRIMA + ~SECON 
~RITE ( IOUT,2002) ~U~NP,NPLANE,NLAYER,NUMEL 
~~TF.ST = 0 
ll = 0 




50 READ (IN,l010) ~, ZINCR 
~POHI = M*NPRI~A + (M-l)*NSFCON 
~N2 = (M- l)*NPPLY 
NT2 = NN2 
l = NN2 
NNTEST = 0 
60 REAO ( IN,l020) N,KOOE(NJ,X(NJ,Y(NJ,Z(~), 
1 (U(I,N),I=l,3) 
ZX = N - l 
IF (L - NN2) 65,70,65 
C G E N E R AT I 0 N 0 F NO 0 A I. P 0 I NT W I T H I N T H E S E T 
c 
65 CX= (X(NJ - X(L)J/ZX 
CY = (Y(N) - Yll) )/ZX 
DUl = (U(l,NJ- U(l,L))/ZX 




70 L = l + l 
IF (N- L) lOO,QO,AO 
AO KOOE(L) = KOOE(l - 1) 
X(l) = X(L-1) + OX 
'f(L) = Y(l.-1) + OY 
Z(l) = Z(L-1) 
U ( 1, l ) = U ( l , L -1 ) + OU l 
u ( 2 'l) = u ( 2 'l-1 ) .. ou 2 
L(3,L) = U(3,L-l) 
GO TIJ 70 
90 IF (NPOHI - N) 100,110,60 
100 WPITE (IOUT,2030) ~.~ 
~NTEST = NNTEST + l 
~MTEST = M~TEST + 1 
IF (NPRIMA - NNTEST) 110,110,60 
C GENFRATION OF NODAL POINT SET 
c 
110 ftll = LL + 1 
llX == M - ll 
IF (Ll) 165,170,1~5 
165 DCZ = ZINCR/ZZX 
DO 168 N = 1,NPRIMA 
f\Nl = NN1 + 1 
~N2 = NN2 + 1 
CDX(N) = (X(NN2) - X(NNl))/ZZX 
COY(N) = (Y(NN2) - Y(NN1))/ZZX 
DO 1 &8 I = 1, 3 
COU(l,N) = (U(I,N~2)- U(I,NN1))/ZZX 
168 CCNTII'IUf 
l7C ll = ll + 1 
IF (M- ll) 200,19C,l80 
18C ~l = (ll - 2)*NPPLY 
~2 = (Ll - l)*NPPLY 
CO lR8 N = 1,NPRI~A 
t\1 = Nl + 1 
f\2 = f\12 + 1 
X(N2) = X(~1) + OCX(N) 
Y(N2) = Y(Nl) + OCY(N) 
l(N2) = Z(~1) + OGZ 
KODE(N2) = KODE(Nl) 
CO 138 I = 1, 3 
U ( I, N2) == U ( I , N 1) + OOU ( I , N) 
1~8 CONTINUE 
GC TO 170 
190 DO 195 N = ~L,~ 
lOWER = ( N - 1) * N P PlY + 1 
LUPER = N*NPRIMA + (N-1J*NSECON 
kRITE ( IOUT,2010) N 
CO 195 K = LOWER,LUPER 




1\"41 = NT2 
IF ( Nl.I~Nfl- LUPER) 200,210,50 
?10 ~RITF (IOUT,Z040J ~ 
? l 0 C ( 1 N T I ~J U F 
c 
c 




2 l l w 1J I T f: ( I nu T , 2 0 0 1 ) 
?5C Rr-AC (I N ,l03 0 ) t\,(JXf'(N,I),I=l,l2) 




~[) 225 J = 1,8 
.JPl?. = J + 12 
IX B ( N ,JP12t = IXB(N,J) + NPPLY 
22~ f CNTINUF 
K r.O F(fX~(N,9 )) = KDDE(IXB(N,l)) 
KC10f(IXH(N,l0)) = KOOE(JXB(N 9 3)) 
K n 0 E ( T X R ( N, 1 l ) ) = K 00 E ( I.X 8 ( N, 5 ) ) 
KCOE: (IX J-3 (N,l2)) = KODF(IXB(N,71) 
If (NnPLV - NJ 260,?60,250 
26C wR TT E ( I UU T,2050) (~,(IXB(K,I),l=l,20J,K=l,NBPLY) 
Nt-.1 = 0 
f\N2 = NPPLY 





f:'.() 270 = 2,NLAVER 
[ll 270 NnFL = 1 ,f'\PPL Y 
1\~1 = N,.._.l + 1 
NN2 = NN2 + 1 
en 2&5 J = 1,20 
?65 IXB(~N2,J) = IXA(~Nl,J) + NPPLY 
Ir ( I.GT.NL~FZ) Gn TO 266 
t< UOF ( JXQ(NI\?,9 ) ) = KCOE( IXB(NN2, 1)) 
K nOt ( tX ~ ( NN2 , 10)) = KOOE( IXB(NN2, 3)) 
K C OF (IX O (~ N?. ,lll) = KOOE(IXA(NN2,5)J 
t< l l n f: ( T X~ ( N N 2 , 1 2 ) ) = K 0 0 F ( I X B ( N N 2 , 7 ) ) 
Gr Tf' 268 
2h6 K COE ( 1Xf'(NN2 , q ) ) = KODE( IXA( NNZ, 13)) 
K Of)E: ( IXR(NN2, 10)) = KOOE ( IXB(NN2, 15)) 
KOOf CIXH(NNZ,ll)) = KOOE(IXB(NN2,17)) 
t<(l) f- ( IX8(NI\J2,12) t = KGOE( lXB(N~Z. 19)) 
268 CONTJ"JUE 
w~ITF ( IOUT,2050) N~?,(IXR (NN 2 ,J,, J = 1,20, 
2 70 Cr.NTINUE 






CC 280 M = l,NU~El 
IX(M,l ) = JXB(M,l ) 
IX(M,Z J = IXB(M,2 ) 
IX(M,"\) = IXB(M,3) 
lX(M,4 ) = lXR(M,lOI 
IX(~,5 ) = IXB(M,l5) 
IXCM,6 = IXR(~,l4) 
IX(M,7 = IXB(M,l3) 
IX(M,8 ·- IXB(M,<;) 
IX(M,9 ) = IXR(M,8 ) 
I X( M, 10) = IXBCM,4 ) 
IX(M,lll = IXR(M,l6) 
IX(~,l2) = IXB(M,20) 
IX(~,l3) = IXB(M,7 ) 
IX(M,l41 = TX~(M,6 ) 
lX(~wl5) = IXB(M,S ) 
IX(~,l6) = IX8(M,lll 
IX(M,l7) = IXB(M,l7l 
IX(~,l8) = IXB(M,l8) 
IX(M,l9) = IXB(r-1,19) 
IX(M,20) = IXB(M,12) 
or 2 75 r = 1,4 
IP8 = I + A 
~lONOn = IXB(M,IP8) 
KC1C = KQOf(MIDNOD) 
IF (KOOt 275,272,272 
212 J = 1*2 - 1 
JP12 = J + 12 
IUPPF.R = tXB(M,JP12) 
fLOWER = IXB(M,J) 
YCMIONODJ = 0.5 $ (Y(IUPPER) + Y(ILOWERt) 
~(MIONOD) = 0.5 * (X(IUPPER) + X(ILOWER)) 
Z(MIDNOO) = 0.5 * CZ(IUPPER) + Z(ILO"fR)) 
co 274 t< = 191 
274 U (K,MlDNflO) = 0.5 * (U (K,IUPPERI+U CK,ILOWER)I 
KOOECMIONOO) =- KOCE(MIONCOt 
275 CONTINUE 
CALL FACIO (M) 
28C CCNTINUF 
CO 290 ~ = l,NU~NP 
IF (K OOF. (~)) 285,285,290 
28~ KCOE(M) = - KOOE(~) 
29C cr,NTII\IUE 
~ NOOF IDENTIFICATICN DIFFERENCE 
( 
J = 0 
CO 360 1\j = l,NU~EL 
J J s: 0 
CO 360 I : 1,20 
cc 360 l = 1,20 




IF (KK - JJJ 324,324,322 
3?2 JJ = KK 
324 IF (KK- J) 360,36(,330 






\-o4R ITE ( IOUT,200l) 
WRITE: ( IOUT,2060) (K,KOOE(K) ,X(K),Y(K),Z(K), 
1 (U( I ,K) ,1:::1,3) ,K=l,NUMNP) 
~RITE (10UT,2065) 
~RITE ( IOUT,2070) (N, IOft-.T(N),(JF(N, I ),1:1,8), 
1 (IX(N,J),J=l,20),N=l,NUMELJ 
WRITE (l0UT,2100) J 
wf< ITE ( IPU~,2600) (K,KOOE(K),X(K),Y(K),Z(K), 
1 (U( I,KJ,I=l,3),K=l,NUMNP) 
CO 400 N = l,NU~EL 
WRITE (IPUN,2700) "-tiDENT(N),(JF(N,IJ,I=l,8) 
wRITE (IPUN,2800) (IX(N,J),J=1,20) 
4\JC CCNTINUE 
STOP 




1005 FORMAT (515) 
lOlC FOR~AT (15, FlO.O) 
1020 FORMAT (215,6Fl0.C) 
1030 FGRMAT (1315) 
2001 FOR~AT ( 'lNODAL POINT LISTING' ) 
2002 FORMAT ( ' NO. OF NCDAL POINTS :•, 110,//, 
1 ' NO. OF PLANES :•, 110,//, 
2 ' NO. OF LAYERS :•, 110,11, 
3 ' NO. OF ELEMENTS : ', I 10 
2007 FORMAT 'lBRICK LISTING' ) 
2010 FORMAT (' PLANE NG. :•, 15t 
2020 FORMAT (215,5X,3Fl5.5,10X,3Fl5.5) 
2030 FOR~AT (/, 1 NODAL POINT ERROR : N =1 ,I5,5X, 
1 'AT LAVER NO. :',15,/) 
204C FORMAT(' lAYER ERROR: M =',15) 
205C FCR~AT (1~,5X,2014) 
2060 FOR~AT (15,2X,I5,SX,3Fll.4,10X,3Fl5.4) 
2065 f8RMAT ( 'lELFMENT LISTING' ) 
2070 FrRMAT ( I4,2X,I4,2X,8I4,5X,2CI4) 
21JO FORMAT (' MAX. NCOE IDENTIFICATION DIFFERENCE 
1 15,//) 
260C FOPMAT (215,6Fl0.5) 
270C FO~MAT (1015) 











SURROUTINE FACIO (M) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DEFINES THE FACE AND NODES OF THE 






IFAC(l,l) = IX(M,ll 
IF AC C 1, 2) = IX(M,2) 
IF AC ( 1, 3) = IX(M,3) 
I F AC ( 1, 4 l = IX(M,4) 
IF AC ( 1 , 5) = IX(M,5) 
I F AC ( 1, 6 ) = IX(M,6) 
IFAC( 1,7) = IX(M,7) 
IFAC(l,8t = IX(M,8) 
IFAC(2,1) = IX(M,l5t 
IFAC(2,2) = IX(M,l4) 
IFAC(2,3) = IX(M,l3) 
IFAC(2,4J = IX(f\1,20) 
IFAC(2,5) = IX(~,l9) 
I f AC ( 2, 6) = IX(M,l8) 
IFAC( 2, 7) = IX(M,l7) 
IFAC(2,8) = IX(M, 16) 
IFAC(3, ll = IX(M,3 ) 
IFAC( 3,2) = IX(M,10) 
IFAC(3,3) = IX( ,'-1,15) 
IFAC(3,4) = IX(M,l6) 
IFAC(3,5) = IX(M,l7) 
IFAC(~,6) = IX(M,ll) 
IFAC(3,7) = IX(M,'S ) 
IFtC(3,8l = IX(M,4 , 
IFAC(4,1) = IX(M,l3) 
IFAC(4,2) = IX(M,<; ) 
IFAC(4,3) = IX(M,l ) 
IF/\C(t-t,4) = IX{M,P. ) 
IFAC(4,5t = 1X(M,7 ) 
IFAC(4,6) = IX(M,l2) 
IFAC(4,7) = IX(M,l9) 
IFAC(4,8) = IX(M,20) 
IFAC(5,1) = IX(M,7 ) 
IFAC(5,2) = IX(~,6 ) 
IFAC( 5,3) = IX(M,5 ) 
IFAC( 5,4) = IX(M,ll) 
IFAC(5,5) = IX(M, 17) 
IFAC(5,6) = IX(M,l8) 
IFAC(5,7J = 1X(M,l9) 
IFA((5,8) = IX(M,l2) 
lFAC(6,1) = IX(M,~ , 
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c 
IF~C(6,2) = IX(M,2 ) 
IFAC(6,3) IX(M,l ) 
lFAC(6,4) = IX(M,~ ) 
IFAC(6,5t = IX(M,l3) 
IFAC(6,~) = IX(M,l4) 
If AC(6,7) = IX(M, 15) 
IFAC(6,8) = IX(M,lO) 
lf1ENT(M) = 1 
co 10 J = 1,8 
lC Jr(M,J) = 0 
or so 1 = 1,6 
Kill = KODE(IFAC( 1,1)) 
t<C2 = t<00f(IFAC(I,3)) 
K n 3 = K Ofl E ( IF A C ( I , 5 ) ) 
KU4 = KOnECIFAC(I,7)) 
C THE F OLLOWING STATEMENT SHOULO ~E CHANGE DEPENDING 
C THE COOF SYSTEM OF A GlVEN PROALEM 
c 
TF ((KGI.GT.4J.ANG.(K02.GT.4).ANO.(K03.GT.4).ANO. 
1 (K04.GT.4)) GC TO 20 
GO Tn 50 
2 C C C 1\1 T I "HJ E 
IDENT(M) = 
cc 30 l = 1,8 
30 JF(M,L) = TFAC(I,L) 






























* * ~ * 
****************************** 
((;MMON X(250) ,Y(250J,Z(250) 9 UU(3,250) ,KODE(250), 
l I 0 EN T C 1 50 ) , I X ( l 50, 8 ) , J F ( 15 0, 4 ) , X X ( 8) , ¥ Y ( 8 ) , l Z ( 8) , 
2 X G I ( 8 ) , Y G I ( 8) , l G I ( 8 J , XL A~ ( 1 50) , DO ( 6, 6 J , W ( 4 J , 
3 ALFA,BETA,NNN,NU~NP,NU~fl 
COMMON/AANARG/NDl,NC2,~C3,~E1,NPl,NP3 9 ND1Pl,N02P1, 
1 ~: UMBLK,MAXBLK,NTCP,AA(266,399) ,88(266) 
C THE OlMENSION SIZE OF THE MATRIX AA(I,J) AND THE 
95 
C VECTOQ BB( I) IN THE COMMON 8Lf1CK 'BANARG 1 ARE DEFINED 
C PY AA(N02,N03) AND BB(N02) RESPECTIVEL~. N02 AND 
( ND3 ARE DEFINED IN THE PARAGRAPH 'RLOCK LENGTH' OF 





DEfiN~ FILE 4 (1500,600,U,~RfCl) 




IN = 5 
I nur = 6 
lPUr\ 7 
NOATl = 8 
~DAT2 = 9 
~ UM 1 = 4 














( IOUT,200~) NUMNP,NUMEL 
(IN,l100) K,KOOE(KJ,X(K),Y(K),Z(K), 
( UU ( I , K) , I= l, 3 ) 
( IOUT,2100) K,KODE(K),X(K),Y(K),Z(K), 




~' IOENT(N), (JF(N, I) ,1=1,4), 
(!X(N,J) ,J=1,8) 




IF (N- NUMfl) 6,R,R 
8 CCNTI"JUF 
R F: AO ( IN,l300) ~Pl,NTOP 
wRllE ( IOUT,2300) NPl 




BLOCK = FLCAT(NUM~Pt/NPl 
MAXALK = ~UMNP/NPl 
~Fl = NU~EL/MAXRLK 
IF (RLOCK.EQ.MAXeLK) S(~ TC 10 
MAXRLK = ~AXBLK + l 
10 CONTINUE 
NP2 = 2*NP1 
t\P3 = 3*NPl 
NF.2 = 2*Nfl 
f\E3 = 3*NE1 
NCl = NP3 + NFl 
t\OlPl = 1\JDl + l 
~02 = 2*ND1 
N02P1 = N02 + l 
N03 = 3*ND1 







DO 20 I = 1 '6 
en 20 J ': 1,6 
CG(I,J) = o.o 
DO 25 I = 1,3 
J ::: I + 3 
CO(J,J) = 2.13. 
r:n(J,J) = 1./3. 
f. GNT I NUF 
L (J (AL COOR[lNATF.S 
XGl(l) = 1. 0 
XG1(2) - 1.0 
XGI(3) = 1.0 
XGI(4) = 1.0 
XG I C 5) = - 1.0 
XG1(6) = - 1.0 
XGI(7) = - 1.0 
XGI(8) = - 1.0 
'vGI(l) = - 1.0 
YGI(2) = 1 • 0 
VGI(3) = 1.0 
VG I ( 4) = - 1.0 
'VGI(5) = - 1.0 
YG I ( 6) = 1.0 
VG1(7) = 1.0 



































ALFA = 0.57735027 
AETA = - ALFA 
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~(l) = 1.0 
\-.(2) = W(1) 
1\NN = 0 
10C 1\NN = NNN + 1 
IF (NNN.GT.3) GO TO 500 
WPITE (IOUT,2400) NN~ 
CALL STIFF 
CALL GAUSS 
CO TO 100 
500 CONTINUE 





WRITE ( IPUN,2500) (K,KOOE(K),X(K),Y(K),Z(K), 
1 (UU(J,K),J=1,3),K=l,NU~NP) 
WRITE (lPUN,2600) (XLAM(Ll,L=l,NUMfL) 
STOP 
C FCR~AT STATEMFNTS 
c 
1000 F ORM AT (215) 
1100 FCRMAT (2I5,6f10.C) 
120C FORMAT (1415) 
13JO FORMAT (215) 
2000 FORMAT (1H1, 1 NC. OF NODES :•,110,1, 
1 NC. OF ELEMENTS :•,110,//) 
2100 FORMAT (21S,lOX,3Fl0.3,10X,3F10.3) 
2200 FORMAT (14,2X,I4,2X,414,5X,818) 
2300 FORMAT ( 1 MAX. NODE IDENTIFICATION DIFFERENCE 1 
1 ' WITHIN A BLOCK : 1 ,15) 










zc;oc FOR~AT (215,6Fl0.5) 
7600 FORMAT (4[15.3) 
ENO 
SUBRnUTINf STIFF 
COMMON X (?50) ,y ( 250) ,z ( 250) ,UU( 3,250) ,KODE( 2'50), 














~UM8LK = 0 
on 30 N = 1,ND2 
PB(N) = 0.0 
en 30 M = l,N03 
30 AA(N,M) = 0.0 
40 ~UMBLK = NU~BLK + 1 
NH = NP1 ~ CNUMBLK+1) 
~M = NH - NP1 
~l = NM - NPl + 1 
DC 550 N = 1,NU~EL 
SKIP = 1.0 
~RFC1 = CN-1)*10 + 1 
I F ( I() E NT ( N ) ) 5 ') C, 55 0, 4 5 
4 5 cc 55 l = 1,8 
T r ( I X ( N, 1 ) - NL ) 55, 50, 50 
50 IF ( I X ( N, I ) - NM ) 6 0, 6 0, 55 
55 Cr:NTINUf 
GO TO 550 




C RFAD AUXILIARY DATA FROM DIRF(T ACCES DEVICE FOR 2ND 
C IT ERATION AND UP 
c 
RFAO (NUMl'NRECl) 
R E A 0 ( NU ~ 1' N R EC 1 t 
OEL,B,C 
















I l = 





(NUM1 1 NREC1J 
( NU M 1 I N R E c 1 ) 
CNU~l 1 NRFC1) 
' Nu M 1 1 N R E c 1 a 
( NUM1 1 NREC1) 
( NUM 1 'N R EC 1 ) 
( NU M 1 ' N R E C 1 ) 
I I + 1 
0 
JJ + 1 
0 
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( ( X K ( I , J, 1 , 1, 2) , J = 1, 24) , I = 1 , 24) 
((XK( I,J, 1,2, l),J=1,24) ,1=1,24) 
( ( Xt<. ( I, J, l, 2, 2) , J= 1 ,24), I= 1, 24) 
( ( XK( I ,J,2, 1,1) ,J= 1,24), 1=1, 24) 
( ( XK ( I~ J, 2, 1, 2), J= 1, 24), I= 1, ?4) 
((XK( I,J,2,2, 1) ,J=1,24) ,1=1,241 
( ( XK ( 1, J, 2, 2, 2) , J= l, 24) , I= 1, 24) 

















IF (NNN.Nf .1) GC TC 205 
~El = N 
GC TO (76,98), II 
CONTINUE 
GO TO (78,88), JJ 
CCNTINUE 
Gn TO (80,85), KK 
CALL JACOBI (ALFA,ALFA,ALFA,OEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GC TO 140 
CALL JACOBI (ALFA,ALFA,RETA,DFL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GC TO 140 
CONTINUE 
GO TO (90,95), KK 
CALL JACUBI (AlFA,BETA,ALFA,DEl,F,G,H,NF.l) 
GO TO 140 
CALL JACORI (hLFA,BFTA,BETA,OEL,F,G,~,NELJ 
GO TO 140 
CnNTINUE 
GC TO (100,112), JJ 
CCNTINUE 
GO TO (105,110), KK 
CALL JACOAI (RETA,ALFA,ALFA,OEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GO TO 140 
CAll JACOBI {BET~,ALFA,BETA,DEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GO TO 140 
CONTINUE 
GO TO (115,120), KK 
CALL JACOAI (BETA,BETA,ALFA,DEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GO TO 140 
CALL JACOBI (BETA,RETA,BETA,OEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
CONTINUE 
Dfl = ABS( CEL) 
MATRIX B 
CC 150 I = 1,6 
00 150 J = 1,24 
eti,J,II,JJ,KK) = 0.0 
DO 160 l = 1,8 
2431.46 
c 
I = (l-1)*3 + 1 
J = I + 1 




8(4, I, I I ,JJ,KKJ 
eC4,J,II,JJ,KK) 
8(5,J, I J ,JJ,KKJ 
E( S,K, I I ,JJ,KK) 












CO 170 I = 1 9 24 
DO 170 J = 1,6 









170 T1( I,J) = B(J,I,II,JJ,KK) 
C VECTOR Q 
c 
c 
C C 180 I = 1, 3 
J = I + 3 
T2{1,1) = 1.0 
180 T2(J,1) = 0.0 
CALL MATMUL {24,6,1,Tl,T2,T3J 
00 185 I = 1,24 
18~ XQ(I,II,JJ,KK) = 13(1,1J*DEL 
C ~ATRIX K 
c 
CO 186 I = 1, 6 
DO 186 J = 1,6 
186 T3(1,J) = OO(I,J) 
CAll MAT~Ul C24,6,6,Tl,T3,T2) 
Dfl lqQ I = 1,6 
DO 190 J = 1,24 
19C ll(J,J) = 8(I,J,It,JJ,KKJ 
CALL MATMUL (24,6,24,T2,T1,T3) 
00 200 I = 1,24 
DO 200 K = 1,2~ 
230 Xt<'(I,f<,II,JJ,KK) = T3(1,K) 
c 
C VFLOCITY VfCTCR 
c 
100 
205 J = 0 
IF (( II.GT.l).OR.(JJ.GT.1).0R.(KK.GT.1JJ GO TO 211 
00 210 1 = 1,8 
t-'M = IX(N,IJ 
DO 210 l -= 1,3 
J = J ... 1 
U(J) = UU(L,MMJ 
21C CONTINUE 
211 C 0 NT I NU f 
c 
C STRAIN VECTOR & EffECTIVE STRAIN 
c 
Ol 21~ I = 1,24 
T?(J,l) = U(J) 
cc 215 J = 1,6 
?1~ Tl(J,J) = B(J,J,IJ,JJ,Kt<) 
(1\lL MATMUL ((1,24,l,Tl,T2,T3) 
n ~ ~ ? 1 t> 1 = 1 , 6 
?ll- EPS(J) = T3(l,l) 
ClMl = 2./3. 





EBAk = COMl * SQRT(COM2t 
IF CEAARl 21P.,217,218 
21 7 ~ R I T F ( IOU T, 2 0 0 0) " 
SKIP = 0.0 
Gn TO 301 
?le CCNTJNUE 











All)= 2.*EPSC1)- fPS(2)- EPS(3) 
~(2) = 2.*~PS(2)- EPSC3t (PS(l) 
/1(3) = 2.*EPS(3)- F:PS(l)- EPS(2) 
A(4) = EPSC4)/COMl 
A(5) = EPS(5J/COM1 
A(~l = tPS(6)/f0Ml 
en z~o I = 1,6 
~(Tl = A(l) * 2. I (9.*ft3A~) 
~ATRIX P (PARTIAL) 
C0 2~0 I = 1,24 
co 230 J = 1,24 
XP(I,J,II,JJ,KK) = )(K(I,J,II,JJ,KK)/F.RAR 
CALCULATlQ~ OF K(~) 
r.r. 235 I = 1, 24 
DO 235 J = 1,24 
Tl(J,Jt = XK( t,J, II,JJ,KK) 
CAll ~1\Tt"UL (24,24,l,Tl,T2,T3) 
or. 216 t = 1,24 
T f: ~(l) = TJ(I,l) 
?16 Tl(l,l) = U(l) 
CALL MATMUL (1,24,l,Tl,T3,T?) 
)(KN = T2(l,ll 
C ,.,ATPIX F. 
c 
DO 240 I = 1,6 
ll(l,l) = A(l) 
no 240 J = 1,24 
240 T2(J,l) = BCI,J,II,JJ,KK) 
CALL M~TMUL (24,6,t~T2,Tl,T3) 
c 
c~ 241 I = 1,24 
241 E(l) = T3(1,1) 
C TRANSPOSE OF E 
c 
DC 250 I = 1,24 
250 T2(1,1) = F(l) 
C CALCULATION OF f*F(TRANSPOSf) 
c 
c 
CALL MATMlJL (24,1,24,T3,T2,Tl) 
CCMl = EBAR*E~AP. 
Cf1M2 = CClMl*EAt\R 

















DC 2AO I = 1,24 
co 260 J = 1,24 








CALCULATION OF K*U*f(T) 
00 2Al I = 1,24 
Tl(l,l) = TfM(I) 
CALL MATMUL (24,1,2'•,Tl,T2,T3) 
SUBSTRAfTICN OF K*U*f(l) FROM P 
DC 270 I = 1,24 
on 210 J = 1,24 
XP(I,J,Il,JJ,KK) = XP((,J,IJ,JJ,KK)- T3((,J)/COM1 
CALCULATIO~ OF E*L(T)*K 
DC 275 I = 1,24 
T2(1,1) = E(l) 
Tl(l,l) = TEM(I) 
CALL MAT~UL (24,1,24,T2,Tl,T3) 
SUHSlRACTI CJ N OF E*U(T)*K FROM P 
DO 280 I = 1,24 
DC 2d0 J = 1,24 
XP(I,J,II,JJ,KK. ) = XP(I,J,II,JJ,KK)- T3(I,Jl/COM1 
\lECTOR R 
CO 290 I = 1,24 
290 X~(I,II,JJ,KK) = 2.*T EM(I)/ERAR- XKN*E(I)/COMl 
c 
c 
C VALUES or INTEGRATING FUNCTIONS P,Q,R, AT THE 
















CC 300 T = 1,24 
XP{I,II,JJ,KK) = XR(I,JI,JJ,KK)*DEL 
cc 300 J = t~24 
XP(I,J,II,JJ,KK) = XP(I,J,II,JJ,KK)*DEL. 
CClNTINUE 
IF (KK - 2) 74,3(2,302 
IF (JJ - 2) 72,3C4,304 
IF (11- 2) 70,3C9,309 
CONTI~UE 
If (S~IP) 310,326,310 
FVALUATION Of INTEGRALS OVER THE VOLUME OF THE 
tlE:~ENT 
on 325 I = 1,24 
P(l) = 0.0 
DO 315 II= 1,2 
cc 315 JJ = 1,2 
CO 315 KK = 1,2 
315 ~(I)= P(l) + W(li)*W(JJ)*W(KK)*XR(I,II,JJ,KK) 
DO 325 J = 1,24 
P(f,J) = 0.0 
on 320 II= 1,2 
on 320 JJ = 1,2 
CO 320 KK = 1,2 
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32C P(l,J) = P(l,J) + W(II)*W(JJ)*W(KK)*XP(I,J,TI,JJ,KK) 
P(l,J) = P(J,J)*2• 
325 CCNTINUE 
32t C CNT I "JUE 
IF (NNN.NE.l) GO TO 336 
cr 335 1 = 1,24 
C(l) = 0.0 
DO 330 II = 1,2 
DC 330 JJ = 1,2 
en 310 KK = 1,2 
330 C~ (l) = Q(l) + W(ll)*~(JJ)*W(KK)*XQ(I,II,JJ,KK) 
33'5 CONTINUE 
C ~QITf AUXILIARY OATA ON DIRECT ACCFS OEVICE FOR 
C flJRTHfR USE IN SUBSEQUENT ITERATIONS 
c 
~RITE (NUMl'f\JRECl) 
~RIT E (NU~l'NREC1) 




hPITf (NUMl'N RECl) 
~ R I T E ( NU M l ' N P E C 1 ) 




( ( XK (I, J, 1, 1, 2), J= 1, 24), I= 1, 24) 
( ( XK ( I, J, 1, 2, 1), J= 1, 24) , I= 1, 24) 
( (XK( I ,J, 1,2, 2) ,J= 1,24), 1=1,24) 
( ( XK ( I, J, 2, 1, 1) , J= 1, 24) , I= 1, 24) 
( ( X K ( I , J, 2 , 1 , 2) , J= 1 , 2 4) , I = 1, 2 4) 






c rJ 350 I= 1,24 
T3(I,l) = U(l) 
350 Tl(l,I) = C(l) 
f. A L L M A T ~~ U L ( 1 , 2 4 , l , r 1 , T 3 , T 2 ) 









~pp = NUMHLK * NPl 
I F ( NU M R ll< • [ Q • M A X BL K ) N P R = N U M N P 
~FR = NUMP.LK * NEl 
IF (N - NER) 410,410,430 
41C ~E3PN = NDl + ~P3 + (N-NER+Nfl) 
IF (NUMRLK.EQ.MAXBLt<) NE3PN = NDl + (NUMNP-
1 (MAXBLK-l)*NP1)*3 + N- NER + NEl 
GC TO 450 
430 Nf3PN = N02 + NP3 + N - NER 
IF (NUMRLK.EQ.(MAXBLK-1)) Nf~PN-= N02 + (NUMNP-
1 (MAXAlK-l)*NP1)*3 + ~- NER 
450 NE3PR = NE3PN - NCl 
DC 5 40 I = 1, 8 
13 = I * 3 
I 3M2 = I 3 - 2 
I ~iM 1 = I 3 - 1 
l = I X ( N , I ) 
IF (L - NPR) 46C,460,465 
460 Nl3 = (L- (NUM8LK-l)*NP1)*3 
GC TO 470 
465 ~L3 = NOl + (L-NPR)*3 
47C ~l3M2 = Nl3- 2 
472 
f\L3~1 = Nl3- 1 
ASSEMBLY OF Q & Q(T) 
~A(NL3M2,NE3PNt = Q(I3M2) 
AA(NL3Ml,NE3PN) = Q(l3Ml) 
/J A ( ~L 3 , N E 3 P N ) = Q ( I 3 ) 
l3M2 = Nl3~2 + NCl 
l . 3~1 = Nl3~1 + NC1 
l.3 = NL3 + NCl 
AA(NE3PR,l3~7) = AA(Nl3~2,NE3PN) 
AA(NE3PR,L3Ml) = A~(NL3Ml,NE3PN) 
AA(NE3PR,L3 ) = AA(NL3 ,NE3PN) 
IF (SKIP) 472,540,472 
CONTINUE 
~SSEMBLY Of R 
eBCNL3M2) = BB(NL3M2)- P(l3~2) 
8R(NL3Ml) = BB(Nl3Ml)- R(I3Ml) 
P B ( Nl3 ) = BB ( Nl3 ) - R ( 13 ) 
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c n s 30 J = 1, a 
J?· = J * 3 
J3~2 = J1 - 2 
J3Ml = J3 - l 
t< = IX(N,J) 
IF (K - NPR) 475,4B5,490 
475 IF (K- (NUMRLK-l)*~Pl) 480,480,4A5 
4HC NC3 = (t< - (NUMRLK-2)*NP1)*3 
GC T!J 525 
48~ ~C3 = NOt + (K - (NL~BLK-l)*NP1)*3 
GO Tn 525 
49C ~C3 = N02 + (K - ~PR)*3 
525 ~C3M2 = NC3 - 2 
~ C 3 t~ 1 = N C 3 - 1 
AA(~l3M2,NC3M2) = AA(Nl3M2,NC3M2) + P(I3M2,J3M2) 
A A ( Nl 3M 2 , N C 3M 1 ) = ."-.A ( N L 3M2 , N C 3 M 1 ) + P ( I 3M 2 , J 3 M 1 ) 
AA(NL3M2,NC3 ) = AA(NL3M2,NC3 ) + P( 13M2,J3 ) 
AA(NL3Ml,NC3M2) = AA(NL3Ml,NC3M2) + P(l3Ml,J3M2J 
AA(NL3Ml,NC3Ml) = AA(Nl3Ml,NC3Ml) + P(J3Ml,J3Ml) 
AA(f\:l3Ml,NC3 ) = AA(Nl3Ml,NC3 ) + P( 13Ml,J3 ) 
AA(Nll ,NC3M2) = AA(Nl3 ,NC3M2) + P(l3 ,J3M2) 
AA(Nl3 ,NC3Ml) = AA(Nl3 ,NC3Ml) + P(l3 ,J3Ml) 
AA(NL3 ,NC3 ) = AA(Nl3 ,NC3 ) + P(13 ,J3 ) 
530 CONTINUf 
540 CONTINUE 
~B(NE3PRJ =- T2(1,1J 
IDENT(N) =- TOEt-.4T(") 
55C C CNT T NUE 
C BOUNDARY CCNOITIO~S 
c 
1ANA = 0.363<17 
00 690 1 = l,NPl 
K = (~UMHLK-lJ*NPl + l 
IF (K - NUMNP) 560,560,690 
56C l3 = I * 3 
13M2 = I3 - 2 
I 3M l = I 3 - 1 
13PR = 13 + NDl 
I2PP = 13M2 + NDl 
JlPR = 13~1 + NOl 
KOO = t<ODF(Kt 
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GO TO (670,56~,575,585,575,585,565,5q5,605,615), KOO 
565 DO 570 J = l,N03 
AA(I3M2,J) = 0.0 
570 AA(I3Ml,J) = 0.0 
BB(I3M2) = 0.0 
P.H( 13Ml) = 0.0 
A A ( I 3M2, I 2 PP ) = l. 0 
AA(J3Ml,J1PR) = 1.0 





575 cr sao J = t,ND3 
580 AA(I3Ml,J) = 0.0 
BA(I3Ml) = 0.0 
AA(I3Ml,I1PR) = 1.0 
GO Tn 670 
585 en sgo J = t,No? 
59C AA(J3M2,J) = 0.0 
RA(I3M2) = 0.0 
AA(l3M2,I2PR) = 1.0 
GO TO 670 
5G5 rc 600 J = t,ND3 
AA(I3M2,J) = 0.0 
60C AA(l3M1,J) = 0.0 
Pe(l3M2) = 0.0 
PB(I3~1) = 0.0 
AA(I3Ml,llPR) = 1.0 
AA(I3M2,12PR) = 1.0 
AA(I3M2,I3PR) =-lANA 
GO TO 670 
605 OC 610 J = l,ND3 
AI\( I3M2,J) = 0.0 
61C AA(I3~l,J) = 0.0 
eB(l)M2) = 0.0 
PB(I3Ml) = 0.0 
~A(l3M2,12PR) = 1.0 
AA(I3Ml,JlPR) = 1.0 
AA(I3Ml,I3PR) =- TANA 
GC TO 670 
615 XXK = X(t<) 
YYK = Y(K) 
COMl = SQPT(XXK*XXK+YYK*YYK) 
SINA = YYK/COMl 
CflSA = XXK/COMl 
on 620 J = t,ND3 
AA(13M2,J) = 0.0 
620 AA(l3Ml,J) = 0.0 
88(13M2) = 0.0 
P,8(13Ml) = 0.0 
AA(!3M2,I2PR) = 1.0 
AA(I3M2,11PR) =- XXK/YYK 
ft A ( I 3 r.., 1 , I 2 P ~ ) = C C S A 
AA( 1.3~1, IlPR) = SINA 
AA(I3Ml.I3PR) =- TANA 
67C CGNTINUF 
I F ( K - NT r~ P ) 6 9 C , 6 8 0 , 6 8 0 
68C DO 6P.5 J = l,N03 
685 AA(I3,J) = 0.0 
8B( 13) = 0.0 




















WRITE ON SEQUENTIAL FILE FCR GAUSSI"N ELIMINATION 








DO 100 N = 1, NO 1 
K = N + Nnl 
A R ( N) = BB(K) 
f.B(K) = o.o 
en 6q5 J = N02Pl,ND3 
AA(N,J) = c.o 
DO 700 ~ = l,N02 
L = M + NDl 
AA(t\,M) = AA(K,L) 
AA(K,L) = o.o 
CHFCK FOR LAST RLCCK 
IF (NM - NUMNP) 40,710,710 
CONTINUE 
DO 750 N = 1 ,NUf.'El 
IOENT(N) = lARS( ICEf\T(N) I 
RFTURN 










20'JO FUR~AT (///,' ***** E~AR = 0.0 AT ElEMENT NO. : 1 , 
1 15,///) 
END 
SUBROUTINE J/\CORI (XG,YG,ZG,CEL,F,G,~,N) 
CCMMON X(250),Y(250),Z(250),UU(3,250),K00E(250), 
1 IOFNT(l50), IX(l5C,8t,JF( 150,4),XX(8),YY( 8),ZZ(8), 















00 10 I = 1, 8 
f'M = IX(N, I) 
XX(I) - X(~M) 
-yy(J) = Y(MM) 
Z Z ( I ) = Z ( t-AM) 
XGO = XG*XGI(IJ 
YGO = YG*YGI(J) 
ZGO = ZG*ZGI(I) 
E ( 1 , I ) = ( 1 • + Y GO ) * ( l • + Z G 0 ) *X G J ( I ) /8 • 
EC2,1) = (l.+XGO)*(l.+ZGO)*YGI(l)/8. 
E(3,I) = ( 1.+XGO)*( l.+YGO)*ZGI (I )/8. 
10 CONTINUF 































J = 1,8 
A(N,1) + E(N,J)*XX(J) 
A(N,2) + ECN,J)*YY(J) 
A(N,3) + f(N,J)*ZZ(J) 
MATRIX OF JACOBIAN 
= A(2,2)*~(3,.3) - A(2,3)*A(3,2) 
= A(1,l)*A(3,3) - A(l,3)*A(3,1) 
= A( 1,1)*A(2,2) - A(l,2)*A(2,1) 
= A( 1,3)*A(3,2) - A(l,2)*A(3,3) 
= A(2,3l*A(3,1) - A(2,1)*A(3,3t 
= A(2,l)*A(3,2) - A(2,2)*A(3,1) 
= A( 1,2J*A(2,3) - A(1,3)*A(2,2) 
= A( 1,2)*A(3, ll - A(l,l)*AC3,2) 
= A(l,3)*A(2,1) - A(l,l)*A(2,3) 
C INVERSE OF JACORIAN 
c 
CALL DETERM (3,A,CEL) 
DC 110 I = 1,3 
co 110 J = 1 '3 
110 T1(l,J) = Tl(l,J)/OEL 
c 
c 
C DERIVATIVES OF SHAPE FUNCTIONS WITH RfSPECT TO 











DO 140 I = 1,3 
CO 140 K = 1,8 
T2(1,K) = C.O 
cr. 120 J = 1,3 
120 T2(1,K) = T2(l,K) + T1(1,Jl*E(J,K) 
140 CONTINUE 
co 150 J -= 1,8 
f(J) = T2(1.J) 
G(J) = T2(2,J) 
15C H(J): T2(3,J) 
RF.TURI\J 
END 
SUOPOUTINf OFTFR~ (N,A,OEL) 


















GO TO (30,5,10), ~ 
5 OEL = A(l,l)*A(2,2) - A(1,2l*A(2,L) 
Gf1 TO 30 
10 Dtl = A(l,l)*(A(2,2)*A(3,3)- A(2,3)*A(3,2)) 
1 - A( l 9 2)*(A(2,l)*A(3,3) - A(2,3)*A(3,l)) 
2 + A(l,3)*(A(2,l)*A(3,2J - A(2,2)*A(3,l)J 
30 ~ETURN 
END 
SUBROUTIN E MATMUL (lC,JC,KC,A,B,C) 















C OMMON/RANARG/N01 9 N[2 9 N03,NE1,NP1,NP3,N01P1,ND2P1, 
1 NUMBLt<.,MAXBLK,NTCP,AA(266,399),88(266) 
CC~~ON/IO/JN,IOUT,NOATl,NOAT2,NUM1 
0 I MENS I f~N A ( 2 4 , 2 4 J , R ( 2 4 , 2 4 J , C ( 2 4 , 2 4) 
DO 40 I = 1,IC 
CC 40 K = l,KC 
((I,K) = 0.0 
C 0 20 J = 1, JC 















~SKIP = (NUMNP- (NU~RLK-l)*NP1)*3 + NUMEL -
1 (NUMBLK-l)*NEl + 1 
t\8 = 0 
CC 90 N = l,NDl 
DO 90 M = ND2Pl,ND3 
90 A.h(f'..:,M) = C.O 
GO TO 150 
l ·J C NR = NR + 1 
OC 125 N = l,NOl 
~M = N + NOl 
EB(N) = BB(NMJ 
BB(NM) = 0.0 
DO 125 M = l,N02 
MM = f'l, + NOl 
AA(N,M) = AA(NM,M~) 
125 AA(NM,MM) : 0.0 
IF (NUMBLK- NB) 150,200,150 
110 
150 READ (NOAT2) (BPIN),(AA(N,MJ,M=l,NDlJ,N=N01Pl,ND2) 
READ (NOAT2) ((A~(N,~),~=ND1P1,N02),N=N01P1,N021 
READ (NOAT2) {(AA(N,M),~=ND2Pl,N03),N=ND1Pl,N02J 











Dr 325 N = l,NOl 
IF ((NB.EQ.NUMALK).AND.(N.FQ.NSKIP)) GO TO 400 
f\ PL 1 = N + l 
If (AA(N,N)) 235,324,235 
235 eB(N) = BB(N)/AA(N,N) 
CO 250 J = NPLl,N03 
250 AA(N,J) = AA(N,J)/AA(N,N) 










[0 320 K = NPLl,N02 
A~ULT = AA(K,N) 
IF (AMlJLT) 275,320,275 
PB(K) = RR(K) - B~(N)*A~ULT 
CG 310 J = NPLl,N03 
IF (AA(N,J)) 300,310,300 
AA(K,J) = AA(K,J) - AA(N,J)*AMULT 
CONTINUE 
AA(K,N) = 0.0 
CGNTINUE 
GO TO 325 
WRITE (IOUT,2100t N 
CONTINUE 
IF (NUMBLK - NB) 375,390,375 
WRITE (NOATlJ (BB(N),(AA(~,M),~=l,NOl),N=l,NDl) 
wRITE (NOATl) ((AA(N,~),M=ND1Pl,N02),~=l,N01) 




CC 450 M = l,NOl 
N = NDl + 1 - M 
"Pl 1 = N + 1 
CO 4?5 K = NPLl,ND2 
425 BB(N) = RR(N) - A~(N,K)*RB(K) 
f\~ = N + NOl 
45C AA(NM,NB) = R.B(N) 
~0 460 N = l,NOl 
~ = N + NDl 
46 C e B ( ft.A) = A B ( N ) 
f\H = NB - 1 
IF (NB) 475,500,475 
475 eACKSPACE NDATl 
£lACKSPACE NOATl 
READ (NOATl) fBA(N),(AA(N,M),M=l,NDl),N=l,NDl) 
REAO (NDATl) ((~A(N,M),M=N01Pl,ND2),N=l,N01) 
PACKSPACE NOATl 
eACKSPACE NDATl 





K = 0 
Cn 600 NR = l,NLMBLK 
Cr 600 N = l,NOl 
NM = N + NDl 
K = K + 1 
60C CC(K) = AA(NM,NR) 








\-iRITE ( InUT,2300) 
"A = 1 
650 CO 700 l = l,NPl 
l = (NB-l)*NPl + I 
IF (L.GT.NUMNP) GO TO 750 
K = (NB-l)*NDl + 1*3 
KMl = K - 1 
KP12 = K - 2 
UU(1,L) = UU(l,L) + CC(KM2) 
UU(2,L.) -= UU(2,L) + CC(KMl) 
UU(3,L) = UU(3,l) + CC(K) 
wRITE (IOUT,2400) L,KOOE(L),CC(KM2),CC(KMl),CC(K), 
1 (UU(J,L),J=l,3) 
70C CONTINUf 
t\A = NA .f. 1 
GO TO 650 
75C WRITE (10UT,2500) 
lA = 0 
"A = 1 
AOC IS= (NB-1)*ND1 + NP3 + 1 
If (NB.EQ.MAXALK) IS= (NB-1t*ND1 + (~UMNP-
1 (~AXBLK-l)*NP1)*3 + 1 
l F = IS + NE 1 - 1 
IF (NB.fQ.MAXBLK) IE = IS+NUMEL-(MAXBLK-l)*NEl-1 
1!:3 = NB*NE1 
WRITF (l0UT,3100) IS,IE,IA,IB 
310C FORMAT (4110) 
WRITE ( IOUT,2600i (CC(N),~=JS,IE) 
DO 820 J = IS,IF 
IA = lA + 1 
820 XLA~(IA) = CC(J) 
IF (IB.GE.~UMEL) GO TO 850 
NB = N8 + 1 
GC TO 800 
850 CONTINUE 




C FOR~AT STATEMENTS 
c 
210C FCRMAT ( 1 SINGULARITY APPEARS AT LINE : 1 ,15) 
2300 F G R~AT (20X,'VELUCITY VARIATIONS',20X, 
1 'NFW VELOCIT~ FIELD') 
240C FOR~AT (215,3F13.4,5X,3El3.4) 
25JC FnRMAT (1Hl, 1 LAGRANGE ~ULTIPLIERS') 
260C FCR~AT (2CX,4El3.4) 































C THE SUAROUTINES 'JACOBI'• 'DETERM' AND 'MATMUL' 
C USED IN THIS STAGE APE NOT LISTED HERt. THEY ARE THE 






C C M M ON X ( 2 50 ) , Y ( 2 50 ) , Z ( 2 50 ) , U U ( 3 , 2 50 ) , KO 0 E ( 2 50 J • 
1 I DENT ( 1 50 ) , I X ( 15 0, 8 J , J F ( 15 0, 4 J , X X ( 8) , VY ( 8 J , l Z ( 8 J , 
2 XG1(8),YGI(8J,ZGI(8),XLA~(150J,YIELO,R,NUMNP.NUMEL 
COMMON/10/IN,IOUT 
C CATA SET REFERENCE 
IN = 5 
c 
c 





READ (IN,lCOO) NUM~P,NUMEL 
~RITf (IOUT,2000) NUMNP,NUMEL 
5 PEAD (IN,llOO) K,KODE(K),X(K),Y(KJ,Z(K), 
1 ( UU ( I , K ) , I= 1, 3 J 
wRITE ( tOUT,2100) K,KOOE(K),X(K) ,V(K) ,Z(K), 
1 ( UU ( I, K J , I= 1, 3 ) 
IF (K- NUMNP) 5,6,6 
6 PFAO (IN,l200) N,IOENT(N),(JF(N,I),I=l,4), 
1 (IX(N,JJ,J=l,8) 
WR IT E ( 10 UT, 2 2 00 ) N, I 0 EN T ( N) , ( J F ( N, I ) , I= 1, 4) , 
1 (IX(N,J),J=l,8) 
lF (N - NU~El) 6,8,8 
8 CONTINUE 
READ ( IN,1300) (XLAM(NEL),NEL=l,NUMELJ 
wRITE ( IOUT,2300) (XLAM(N) ,N=l,NUMEL) 
READ (IN, 1400) YIELO,R 
wRITE ( IOlJT,2400) YIE:LO,R 
C LOCAL COORDINATES OF CORNER NODES 
c 
XGI(l) = 1.0 
c 
c 






XG I ( 8) 
YG I ( l J 
YG I ( 2) 
yf;J(3) 
YG I ( 4) 
Y G I ( 5 ) 
YG I ( 6) 
'I'Gl(7) 
YGI(R) 























































































(lHl,' t-..C. CF NODES :•,110,1, 
NC. OF ELE~ENTS :•,110,//) 
(215,1QX,3F10.3,10X,3Fl0.3) 
((4,2X,I4 1 2X 1 414,5X,8l8) 
(20X,4F15.3) 









C IN THIS SUBROUTINE, STRFSS CO~PONfNTS ARE CALCULATED 










0 I MENS I ON U ( 2 4) , F ( A) , G ( 8 J , H ( ~ I , B ( 6, 2 4 I , T 1 ( 2 4, 2 4) , 
1 T2(24,24J,T3(24,24),FPS(6),0S(6,8,48),SIGMA(3,8,48) 
CO 550 N = 1,NU~EL 
WRITE (IOUT,2000) N 
DO 300 II = 1,8 
Nfl -= N 
G~ TO (80,85,90,~5,105,110,115,120), II 
8C CALL JACnBI (+l.,-l.,-1.,0EL,F,G,H,NELJ 
GC TO 140 
85 CAll JACOAI (+1.,+1.,-1.,0EL,F,G,H,NELJ 
GO TO 140 
90 CALL JACOBI (-1.,+1.,-l.,OEL,F,G,H,NELJ 
GO TO 140 
95 CALL JACOBI (-1.,-1.,-1.,DEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GC Tn 140 
105 CALL JACOBI (+1.,-1.,+1.,DEL,F,G,H,NELJ 
GC TO 140 
11C CALL JACORI (+l.,+l.,+l.,DEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GO TO 140 
115 CALL JACOBI (-l.,+l.,+l.,OEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GO TO 140 
120 CALL JACCAI (-1.,-1.,+1.,0EL,F,G,H,NEL) 
140 CONTINUE 
on 150 I = 1,6 
co 1~0 J = 1,24 
150 ec 1 ,J) = o.o 
C 0 160 L = 1, 8 
I = (L-11*3 + 1 
J = I + 1 
t< = I + 2 
8(1,1) = F(l) 
8(2,J) = G(l) 
P(3,K) = H(L) 
8(4,1) = G(L) 
ec4,J) = F(L) 
B(5,J) = H(L) 
8(5,K) = G(LJ 
c 
c 
B(h,K) = F(l) 
E(6,1) = H{l) 
l6G CCNTINUE 
IF (IJ.GT.lJ GO 10 215 
J = 0 
or 210 r = 1,a 
~M = IX(N,I) 
O(l 210 I = 1,3 
J = J + 1 
U(J) = UU(l.MM) 
210 CCNTINUf 
215 CONTINUE 




rc 220 1 = 1,24 
T2(1,1J = U(l) 
DO 220 J = 1,6 
22C l1(J,I) = H(J,I) 
CALL MATMUL (6 9 24,1,T1,T2,T3) 
CO 230 I -= 1,6 
23C EPS(l) = T3(1,1) 





WRITE ( IOUT,2200) (fPS(J),J=l,6) 
C CALCULATICN nF STRESSES AT THE NODES 
c 





XMU = SQRT(1.5*CU~)/YIELO 
DC 240 I = 1, 6 
240 CS(T,II,N» = EPS(I) * XMU 
DO 250 J = 1,3 
250 SJG~A(J,[l,N) = DS(J,II,N) + XLA~(NJ*YIELD 
300 CONTINUF 





~RI TE ( IOUT,2300) 
WRITE ( l0UT,2400) 
WRITE (IOUT,2500) 
WPITE ( IOUT,2600) 
550 CONTINUE 
RETURN 




















FCR~I\T (I *** FLE~f~T NO. :It 15) 
FOR~AT (' STRAINS') 
FORMAT (6fl5.3) 
FQR~AT (' OEVIATORIC STRESS') 
FGRMAT (8El3.3) 

















W(l) = 1.0 
\1\(2) = 1.0 




~LFA = 0.57735027 
PETA '::; - ALFA 
TOT~l = 0.0 
CO 380 N = l,NU~El 
C ti~TPIX B 
c 
I I = 0 
70 I I = I 1 + 1 
JJ = 0 
72 JJ = JJ + 1 
t<K = 0 
74 t<t< = KK + 1 
~EL = N 
GO TO (76,98), I I 
7f; CONTINUE 
GO TO (78,88), JJ 
7E CONTINUE 
GC TO (80,85), KK 
c 
c 
8C CALL JACO~I (ALFA,ALFA,ALFA,DFL.F,G,H,NEL) 
GCl Tfl 140 
85 CALL JACOBI (ALFA,ALFA,BETA,OEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GO TO 140 
d8 CONTINUE 
GO TO (qo,qs),KK 
90 CALL JACORI (ALFA,RETA,ALFA,DEL,F,G,H,NELJ 
GC TO 140 
9~ CALL JACORI (ALFA,BETA,BETA,DEL,F,G,~,NEL) 
GO TO 140 
98 CONTINUF 
GC TO (100,112t, JJ 
10C CONTINUE 
GO TO (105,110), t<t< 
105 CAll JACCAI (BETA,ALFA,ALFA,OEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
fO TO 140 
110 CALL JACOBI (BETA,ALFA,AETA,OEL,F,G,H,NEL) 
GO TO 140 
112 CONTINUE 
GO TO (115,120), KK 
115 CALL JACOHI (8ETA,BETA,ALFA,DEL,F,G,H,NELJ 
Gn Tf' 140 
120 CALL JACORI IBElA,BETA,BETA,OEL,F,G,H,NELJ 
14C CONTINUE 
CFL = ABS(OEL) 
nc 150 1 = 1, 6 
co 150 J = 1,24 
150 BCI,J,Il,JJ,KK) = 0.0 
or: 160 L = 1,s 
I = (L-1)*3 + 1 
J = I + 1 
t< = ( + 2 
E(l,I,Il,JJ,KK) = F(L) 
P(2,J,II,JJ,KK) = G(Ll 
B(3,K,Il,JJ,KK) = H(l} 
P(4,I,II,JJ,KK) = G(L) 
8(4,J,II,JJ,KK) = F(L) 
8(5,J,II,JJ,KK) = H(l) 
A(5 7 K,IT,JJ,KK)- G(l) 
ec 6,K, I I,JJ,KK) = F(l) 
E(6,I,II~JJ,KK) = H(l) 
16C CCt--!TlNUE 
~~9 
C ~ELCCITY VECTOR 
c 
J = 0 
IF ((II.GT.1).0R.(JJ.GT.l).OR.(KK.GT.l)) GO TO 211 
CO 210 I = 1,8 
f.'M = IX(N,I) 
co 210 l = 1,.3 
J = J + 1 





C CALCULATION OF STRAINS AND STRAIN ENERGY RATf 
c 
DC 215 I = 1,24 
12(1,1) = U(l) 
DO 215 J = 1,6 
215 Tl(J,I) = B(J,I,II,JJ,KK) 
CALL MATMUL (6,24,l,Tl,T2,T3) 
DC 202 I = 1,6 
202 EPS(I) = T3(1,1) 





XW( II,JJ,KK) = SCPT(COM)*OEL 
IF (KK- 2) 74,3C2,302 
302 IF (JJ- 2) 72,3C4,304 
304 IF (II - 2) 70,310,310 




310 ~CRK = 0.0 
ro 315 11 = 1,2 
co 315 JJ = 1,2 
DO 315 KK = 1,2 
315 WORK= WORK+ W(li)*WIJJ)*W(KK)*XW(Il~JJ,KK) 




TCTAL = TOTAL + ~ORK 
380 CONTINUE 
COEF = YIELD * SQRT(2./3.) 
FORCE = COEF*TOTAL/UU(3,100) 
~REA = 3.14159*R*R/4. 









WRITE (l0UT,2000) TOTAL,FORCE,AREA,PRESS 
RETURN 
FORMAT STATEMENTS 
2000 FORMAT (///, 1 TOTAL STRAIN ENERGY RATE :•,El5.3,//, 
1 FOPCE ACTING ON BILLET :•,El5.3,//, 1 
2 
3 
1 AREA C~ BILLET : •,El5.3.//, 
1 AVERAGE EXTRUSION PRESSURE :•,El5.3,//, 
END 
